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1. Introduction 

Different kinds of meditation practices are gaining popularity both in the public 

sphere like schools and work places and on an individual level. For example, in 2012 

in the United States, around 8% of the U.S. adult population reported to engage in 

some kind of meditation practice regularly (NIH, 2012), and in 2016 Fortune 

magazine reported that meditation has grown into “a billion-dollar 

business” (Wieczner, 2016). In Youtube, one can find around 1 830 000 results when 

looking with search words guided meditation (Youtube). Many research papers have 

been looking into the benefits of meditation (see for example Monk-Turner, 2003; 

Horowitz, 2010; Waters et al 2015), and the amount of research has grown in a fast 

pace: looking for research articles in Helka with search terms meditation benefits 

returned 1108 results for year 2000 and more than a quadruple amount, 4684, for 

year 2014 which was the peak year (Helka). 

To be such a popular topic, remarkably little research has been done on the language 

of meditation: in fact, I have not been able to find a single study. This is interesting, 

especially considering that the language can have such a huge influence on an 

individual in this context: the purpose of meditation has traditionally been to achieve 

an altered state of consciousness (IONS), so it can be considered likely that the 

purpose of someone guiding a meditation is to help the listener to achieve such as 

state.  

My own interest in this subject arises from my experiences as a meditation instructor, 

and an active listener of guided meditations. I have first-hand experience on the 

effects guided meditations can have, and I believe it to be a subject worth studying. 

As languages are another area of interest for me, it is natural to combine these two. 

The purpose of this paper, then, is mainly to study the language of guided 

meditations. For the purposes of this paper I will be comparing it to the language of 

hypnosis, which is another example of language that is used to influence an 

individual, and which, unlike language of meditation, has been researched in earlier 

studies. 
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In earlier studies, the language of hypnosis has been recognised to be a category of 

persuasive language, and I will be using this as one view-point in the analysis. As 

both hypnosis and guided meditations can be considered instructive language, I will 

also compare them to the language of instructions, mainly directives (see Delin, 

2000). Neither of these approaches really covers the language used in guided 

meditations and hypnosis as a phenomena, so my main focus will be to study these 

two from the point of view of genre, which affords me more freedom in studying the 

language. Using tools of genre analysis, I will try to define some of the typical 

characteristics of the language of guided meditations and hypnosis, especially 

considering their generic structure. Because of this approach, the language of 

instructions and persuasive language will be looked at as being features of the genres 

in question. 

My research questions are the following: 

1. What kind of characteristics are typical of the genre of guided meditations and the 

genre of hypnosis? 

 1a. How are guided meditations and hypnosis generically structured? 

 1b. How do guided meditations and hypnosis use language of  

 instructions? 

 1c. How do guided meditations and hypnosis use persuasive language? 

2. In what way do genre of guided meditations and genre of hypnosis relate to each 

other? 

I will first define meditation and hypnosis and present some back ground information 

about genre, language of instructions and persuasive language in chapter 2. In 

chapter 3 I will discuss my data and methods, chapter 4 will include the analysis of 

the data, and in chapter 5 I will discuss the results. Finally chapter 6 will contain the 

conclusion. 
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2. Background and theoretical framework 

This study will focus on genre features of guided meditation and hypnosis 

recordings. In this background chapter I will first define meditation and hypnosis 

briefly, after which I will introduce in chapter 2.3. some key elements of genre 

studies that will be used later on in the analysis of the data. Chapter 2.4. will focus on 

the language of instructions, as both guided meditations and hypnosis can be 

considered instructional genres.   

Language of hypnosis has been studied earlier in the framework of persuasive 

language. As this same approach does not seem to work very well for language of 

meditation, it will be used only as a minor part of the analysis. However, in chapter 

2.5. I will introduce language of persuasion shortly to give some perspective. 

2.1. Meditation 

Traditionally meditation has been practiced in the context of religious practices with 

the purpose of altering the state of consciousness one way or another (IONS). 

Nowadays it is often used with the objective to reduce stress and increase individual 

well being (Erricker, 2001).  

There are many different kinds of meditation practices, but all of them can be 

broadly classified into three or four categories. In concentrative meditation the 

objective is to concentrate on one single object such as the breath or a flame. In open 

awareness meditation the objective is to open the awareness to everything that is 

happening. Mindfulness meditation combines both of these practices, so that while 

the practitioner is focusing on some object, they simultaneously have an open 

awareness. Finally, all of these forms of meditation can be guided, but there are other 

types of guided meditations as well, such as guided imagery. In guided imagery the 

practitioner follows spoken instructions that strive to create certain kinds of images, 

affirmations, experiences or states (such as peacefulness) in the listener. (IONS) 
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This variety of different types of meditations has to be carried in mind when 

analysing the language of meditation: it is possible, that different types of 

meditations also employ different kind of tactics from the point of view of language.  

2.2. Hypnosis 

According to the American Psychological Association, hypnosis is “a therapeutic 

technique in which clinicians make suggestions to individuals who have undergone a 

procedure designed to relax them and focus their minds” (APA). Hypnosis can also 

be defined as “a state of heightened suggestibility” or a “state of heightened belief” 

that is “produced by a hypnotic induction” (Barrios). In hypnosis, the hypnotist 

guides the subject to “respond to suggestions for changes in subjective experience, 

alterations in perception, sensation, emotion, thought or behavior” (APA).  

2.3. Genre and generic structure potential 

In this section I will introduce some elements of genre studies, especially concerning 

generic structure potential, that are central when studying texts and their structure. In 

this context, texts refers to both written and oral texts. 

The word genre comes from the Latin genus, which means a group with similar 

characteristics. Originally it was used by Aristotle in his book on classifying different 

kinds of poetry (Shore and Mäntynen, 2006). A genre is often defined as a discourse 

type that is used in certain type of situations or for a certain type of purpose and that 

is associated with a conventionalised verbal form (Johnstone, 2002).  

Classifying texts is not always straightforward: within the same category we may 

find very different kinds of texts that nevertheless share certain similarities by which 

we recognise the text and classify it as a certain type of text. Sometimes genre 

borders are not so easily defined, and some texts might belong to more than one 

genre. However, generally genres are relatively well defined (Shore and Mäntynen, 

2006).  
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There are many differing views on defining a genre, some of them even conflicting 

(Shore and Mäntynen, 2006). One hypothesis of genre theory is that texts belonging 

to the same genre share a similar generic structure or structural potential (Honkanen 

and Tiililä, 2012). Some researchers, like Hasan, consider the structure to be the 

defining feature of a genre, whereas some consider it just one criterion among others 

(Mäntynen, 2006). Often it is seen as a limiting element: a genre can include 

different kinds of structures, but a structure that is too different from genre norms can 

cause a text to be interpreted as belonging to a different genre (ibid.). The variation 

in the structures of different texts belonging to a same genre can be explained by 

prototypicality: some texts are prototypical examples of their genre whereas some 

are less typical (Swales, 1990). 

According to Mäntynen (2006), one of the influential researchers in genre studies 

was Labov, who divided spoken narratives into six structural parts that each served 

their own purpose in the communication. This model was later on used in analysis of 

written stories as well, and it offered genre analysts a model to analyse the structure 

of texts, interpreting structure as different functional parts that are expressed through 

different verbal means (Mäntynen, 2006). 

In both the systemic-functional tradition and the ESP-tradition (English for Specific 

Purposes) the structure of a text is viewed as constructed from different functional 

elements (Honkanen and Tiililä, 2012). One of the researchers in the systemic-

functional tradition is Hasan, according to whom (1989) each genre includes certain 

elements it must have in order to represent that genre. On top of this a genre is 

defined by certain optional elements and the order and frequency in which they 

appear. These obligatory and optional elements and their order and frequency 

together create the generic structure potential of a genre (Hasan, 1989). In the 

systemic-functional tradition these elements are known as stages whereas in ESP-

studies the corresponding term is moves (Honkanen and Tiililä, 2012). Swales has 

also created a model for structural analysis that uses two levels to describe the 

structuring of the text: the higher level are moves, the lower steps (Swales, 1990).  
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According to the systemic-functional view, the different stages and their borders can 

be identified by first identifying the semantic differences and lexical and 

grammatical clues associated with them (Honkanen and Tiililä, 2012). However, 

there is no clear-cut method to identify what the relevant clues are and how to 

identify them, so each researcher has to decide on their method themselves (ibid.). 

2.4. The language of instructions 

Both guided meditations and hypnosis recordings instruct the listener in order to 

achieve something (e.g. a state of relaxation), so they can be considered to be 

instructional genres. In this section I will take a look at the research done on the 

language of instructions. Even though instructional discourse frequently includes 

many different types of utterances, directive utterances are important in classifying a 

discourse as instructional (Delin, 2000), so I will focus here mainly on directives. 

According to Delin (2000), directives can be characterised as utterances that have a 

potential to result in action. The most common form of a directive is imperative, e.g. 

“Give it to me.”, but there are many other ways to express directive intent, some 

more and some less direct. Where as commands are direct and often expressed 

through imperatives, recommendations are often more indirect and can be expressed 

for example through the use of passive voice or by using words such as can to imply 

optionality. Informative statements can be used to support directives, for example to 

help the target of the instruction to understand why something needs to be done 

(Delin, 2000). 

The directives used in written and spoken language often differ from each other 

(Delin, 2000). Murcia-Bielsa (1999, as cited in Delin, 2000) studied written 

instructions and found that the most often used form of a directive in them was the 

imperative (80%) followed by modal verbs like should and could (15%). Around 5% 

of the directives in her study were termed “appeals to the reader” which emphasise 

the benefit of carrying out the command to the reader (forms such as “it is a good 

idea” or “we recommend that”), and there was a small minority of other kinds of 

directives that used e.g. future expressions, present tense or passive voice. The 
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choice of directive form depends at least partly on the necessity of the implied 

action: imperative and forms such as must, need and have to are usually chosen to 

express more necessary actions where as less necessary actions can be expressed as 

advice or suggestions (e.g. we recommend) (ibid.).  

Spoken language directives, on the other hand, use much more questions and hints as 

directives, and even though some of the forms, like the imperative, overlap, there is 

much difference between the two (Delin, 2000). The forms of the spoken language 

directives will not be discussed here in detail, as they are irrelevant to the analysis, 

but for those interested in the topic, Ervin-Tripp (1976) is a good resource. 

Politeness plays a big part in the choice of directive: indirect directives that leave the 

hearer’s options open on whether to act are usually considered more polite than 

straight-up commands, that can be considered even rude depending on the 

circumstances (Delin, 2000). The more intimate the relationship between the 

interlocutors is, the more direct utterances are tolerated without them being 

considered impolite (ibid.) However, the choice of directive depends partly on the 

authority relationships between the speaker and the hearer as well, the speaker being 

able to use a more direct form without sounding impolite if they have authority over 

the hearer (ibid.). Also, according to Ross (1968, as cited in Delin, 2000), when it 

comes to personal directives, if the directives are hearer-interested (benefitting the 

hearer if carried out) as opposed to speaker-interested, even more direct forms are 

not usually interpreted as impolite. 

2.5. Persuasive language 

Hypnosis has been identified to be an instance of persuasive language (Schmidt and 

Kess, 1986). In this section I will give a short introduction to persuasive language, 

including features that will be used in the analysis section. 

Scholars have given many definitions to persuasion, but most of the definitions 

include the following: persuasion is 1) a process involving 2) an attempt to influence 

someone 3) through a message 4) to change their beliefs, behaviours or attitudes 5) 

voluntarily. The message can be nonverbal as well (Perloff, 2003), however, the role 
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of nonverbal devices such as gestures and music is typically secondary to the verbal 

message (Schmidt & Kess, 1986).  

Persuasive language can be used in many context when the aim is to induce a 

voluntary change in the recipient. Some of these instances include psychotherapy, 

clinical hypnosis induction, magazine editorials and advertisements (Schmidt and 

Kess, 1986). For example in psychotherapy, Watzlawick (1978, as cited in Schmidt 

and Kess, 1986) has used the concept of world image to explain the effectiveness of 

language use. According to him, the left hemisphere of the brain is specialised in 

logical and analytical processes where as the right hemisphere is responsible for a 

more holistic way to grasp complex relationships and patterns. The model suggests 

that world image is a function of the right hemisphere since it involves a complex 

synthesis of a person’s experiences and their interpretations. According to the model, 

bypassing the left hemisphere functions would greatly enhance the possibility to 

affect the persons world image. What makes it difficult to achieve by verbal means, 

is that the left hemisphere is also specialised in language processing. However, the 

right hemisphere also has some verbal capabilities and the hemispheres can function 

to some extent independently of each other. To target the right hemisphere, one has to 

bypass the left by using linguistic structures that are hard to process analytically. 

Watzlawick suggests that this can be done through such linguistic devices as 

metaphor, aphorisms, condensations, rhyme and rhythm, but especially by the use of 

evocative language to “stimulate the hearer’s mental participation in experiencing a 

new perspective which can then be incorporated into the existing complex which 

comprises his world image.”  

According to Yapko (1990, 152-163), suggestions given during a hypnotic trance 

induction can be either direct or indirect in style, and usually both styles are used to 

reach the desired effect. Some hypnotists use exclusively direct style, and it is the 

style of standardised scripts as well. However, even while using direct style there are 

different strategies: one can be either autoritharian (giving straight up commands) or 

permissive (offering up possibilities for the client to act on). (Yapko, 1990.) 
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According to Erickson et al (1976) the person inducing hypnotic trance should be as 

indirect as possible in his directions, and a successful induction is largely dependant 

on the hypnotist’s ability to confuse the conscious cognitive processes of the client. 

Bandler and Grinder (1981) list some techniques that can be used to this effect: these 

include the use of unspecified referential indices, selectional restrictions, deletion 

and nominalisation transformations and various types of ambiguity .  1

Bandler and Grinder (1981) list linguistic devices that can be used to make assertions 

or suggestions in a way which circumvents conscious resistance. These include the 

use of implied causality, presupposition and indirect suggestions. Implied causality 

means connecting two unrelated phenomena in a way that invites the listener to infer 

a causal connection. The first part in the sentence describes the hearer’s experience 

and the second part contains a suggestion, for example: “You close your eyes and 

you relax deeply.” Presupposition means using statements that presuppose something 

as a fact, for example in the sentence “I wonder if you will feel better right away or 

only after this session” the speaker presupposes that the listener will, in fact, feel 

better. Presupposition in hypnosis is often used by giving two or more options that all 

presuppose the same thing. Indirect suggestions can be given in multiple ways. They 

can be questions embedded in an assertion (e.g. “I wonder if you can close your 

eyes.”), yes/no questions (e.g. “Can you lift your arm?”) or embedded commands 

(e.g. “Everyone can, Jane, fall into a deep trance.”) . 2

 These will not be discussed here in more detail as they are not relevant to the analysis. For a detailed 1

description, see Bandler and Grinder, 1981.

 Examples are by the writer of this thesis.2
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3. Data and Methods 

In this section I will describe my material and methods used to analyse it. I will also 

briefly describe the ethical issues concerned. 

3.1. Collection and transcription of material 

There are guided meditations and hypnosis recordings available for almost anything 

you can imagine from quitting smoking to clearing your chakras. I decided to narrow 

my material by using meditations and hypnosis targeted for stress relief, as stress is a 

common ailment and there are both meditations and hypnosis recordings available 

that are meant to alleviate it.  

I collected all of the material from Youtube. I first used the search words “guided 

meditation for stress” and “hypnosis for stress” for meditation and hypnosis 

recordings respectively. I then looked through the first 5 pages of the results, 

numbered the recordings that lasted less than 30 minutes and used a random number 

generator (www.random.org) to pick out the recordings to use. Some of the 

recordings were much longer than 30 minutes, but I kept it as a limit to be able to 

transcribe more full recordings as examples for the material.  

After selecting the recordings I checked the amount of views of the video, assuming 

that if it had several thousands of views, it was likely a good example of its genre . I 3

also checked that the content was actually what it claimed to be -a meditation or a 

hypnosis recording- and I then proceeded to transcribe the recordings. 

I transcribed 6 meditations and 4 hypnosis recordings in total. I put the emphasis on 

meditation recordings, as they were my main interest and there seemed to be more 

variation in the texts within this genre. The language of meditation has also not been 

studied before, which makes it of primary interest. Even though the amount of 

material in recording length was different (around 88 minutes for meditation 

recordings vs. around 58 minutes for the hypnosis recordings) there was almost the  

 The assumption is that if a video did not respond to its description or if it were otherwise of low 3

quality, people would not watch it and share it with their peers.
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same amount of words in the recordings (around 5600 in meditations vs 5100 in 

hypnosis). The exact run times of individual recordings can be found in Table 1. 

Table 1 also introduces abbreviations for the recordings, which will be used from 

now on: M1-M6 for meditations and H1-H4 for hypnosis recordings. The type of the 

recording, run time and the gender of the speaker can be found in Table 1 as well. 

I transcribed the recordings marking down only the words, pauses and any sounds 

that stood out (e.g. drawing a breath, snapping fingers). I did not transcribe 

intonation or the exact timing of the pauses, as that would be an area for a whole 

different study. I used a comma for short pauses, a full stop for short pauses that 

seemed to be separating utterances and three dots for longer pauses. Most of the 

recordings had some kind of music in the background . I did not mark this in the 4

transcriptions, but I made a note of it in Table 1 under other remarks. 

3.2. Analysis of the material 

I first combed the material for any features that stood out structurally or linguistically 

and that seemed to be repeating in different recordings. After a preliminary analysis 

of a variety of features, I selected some of the most salient features that seemed to be 

typical either in both or at least one of the text types (meditation or hypnosis), and 

did a more detailed analysis. The features I chose were the generic structure of the 

texts, pronouns and directives. I also decided to include a short analysis on some 

features of persuasive language, as this has been the framework for earlier studies on 

the language of hypnosis, and could be considered to be one feature of the hypnosis 

genre. 

For analysing the generic structure, I first read through each text individually, 

marking down different parts of the text that seemed to serve different functions. I 

then compared the texts with each other, trying to find similarities in the stages 

between the texts and trying to define their common functions. After identifying  

 Meditation recording M4 also had speech in the background, possibly meant as subliminal messages, 4

but I chose not to transcribe these, as I felt they were not relevant to my study.
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Table 1: Meditation and hypnosis recordings 

Abbrevia-
tion

Title in Youtube Type Run 
time

Speaker Other 
remarks

M1 Mindfulness Meditation in 20 

Minutes (Guided Technique / 

Anxiety / Depression / Stress 

Relief)

Mindfulness 
meditation

20:03 male No music

M2 GUIDED MEDITATION: 

Stress Relief - Deep Serenity 

- GUIDED MEDITATION

Guided 
meditation

19:16 male Music

M3 Guided Meditation and 

Visualization for Stress 

Relief: A Forest Walk

Guided 
visualisatio
n

10:08 female Music

M4 Guided Meditation: Anxiety, 

Depression, Worrying, 

Overthinking, Stress

Guided 
meditation/ 
hypnosis

17:30 male Music, 
suggestions/
affirmations 
on the 
background

M5 5 MINUTE GUIDED 

MEDITATION - Reduce 

Anxiety & Stress Quickly

Breathing 
meditation/ 
mindfulness 
meditation

5:36 male Music only 
in the 
beginning 
and the end

M6 Guided Meditation – Ep. 11: 

Healing Pain, Anxiety, & 

Stress

Guided 
meditation

15:36 female Music and 
nature 
sounds in 
the 
background

H1 Stop Stress & Relax - 

Hypnosis CD - By Thomas 

Hall

Hypnosis 23:26 male Music

H2 Become Stress Free in 10 

Minutes with Hypnosis

Hypnosis, 
relaxation 
script

10:42 male No music

H3 Hypnosis: Stress 2 Hypnosis, 
relaxation 
script

7:34 male No music

H4 Hypnosis depression and 

stress relief tips. It works

Hypnosis 16:15 male Music
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seven different functional stages in the data, I tried to define the exact borders of the 

stages and analyse the insides of each stage in more detail. 

After analysing the stages in each text, I analysed the generic structure potential (see 

chapter 2.3.) of all the recordings together, and then hypnosis recordings and guided 

meditation recordings separately, after which I further analysed different generic 

structure potentials within the different types of guided meditations. For marking the 

generic structure potential, I used the markings proposed by Eggins (1994: 64). The 

marking conventions are listed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Marking conventions 

Hypnosis and meditation can both be considered instructional in the sense, that they 

give the listener instructions to achieve a certain goal, whether it is simply relaxation 

or perhaps changing a certain mindset or thought pattern. Hence for analysing the 

verbs I compared them to the classifications of directives given by Murcia-Bielsa 

(1999) (see chapter 2.4.). 

Finally I searched and analysed some features of persuasive language in the texts. As 

it would have been too much to analyse all possible uses of persuasive language, I 

chose to look at only those linguistic devices that according to Bandler and Grinder 

(1981) can be used to circumvent conscious resistance when giving suggestions or 

assertions. These features are widely used in hypnosis (Grinder and Bandler, 1981), 

Symbols Meaning

x ^ y stage x precedes 
stage y (fixed order)

*y stage y is an 
unordered stage

(x) stage x is an 
optional stage

<x> stage x is a 
recursive stage

<[x^y]> stages x and y are 
both recursive in 
the fixed order x 
then y
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and I was curious to see whether I would find these features in guided meditation 

recordings as well. These devices included the use of implied causality, use of 

presuppositions and indirect suggestions. 

3.3. Ethical considerations 

No persons or live material were included in the study. The material in Youtube is 

readily available and public, and there should be no ethical concerns in analysing the 

material. However, it is always possible someone has uploaded material without 

owning the copyright. This should be of no concern as only the transcripts of the 

recordings are presented in this study and not the materials themselves. 
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4. Data Analysis 

In this chapter I will analyse both the meditation and hypnosis recordings. I will first 

take a look at the structure of the recordings, followed by a look into some linguistic 

elements: pronouns and directives. Finally I will also analyse some aspects of 

persuasive language. To refer to the recordings I use abbreviations (M1-M6 and H1-

H4) that can be seen in Table 1 along with some details about the recordings. The full 

transcripts can be found in the appendix. 

4.1. Generic structure potential of the two types of recordings 

Generic structure is one of the core topics of genre research, and according to some 

researchers such as Hasan (1989) it is the most important feature when classifying 

genres. In this section I will take a look at the different structural elements, also 

called stages, of the hypnosis and guided meditation recordings. Table 3 shows the 

recordings and their stages listed. 

Table 3: Stages of the recordings 

All of the recordings followed a somewhat similar structure pattern, although there 

were differences as well, especially between meditation and hypnosis recordings, but 

Record-
ing

Introduc-
tion

Induc-
tion

Deepen-
ing

Visualisa-
tion

Sugges-
tions

Coming 
back

Final 
re-
marks

M1 x x

M2 x x x x

M3 x x x x

M4 x x x x x

M5 x x x

M6 x x x x x

H1 x x x x x x x

H2 x x x (x) x x

H3 (x) x x x x

H4 x x x x x x
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between different types of meditations as well. I classified seven different stages 

based mostly on their function, although linguistic differences could also be found 

between the different stages. Following the function of each stage, I named the stages 

introduction, induction, visualisation, deepening, suggestion, coming back and final 

remarks. A short description of the function of each stage can be found in table 4. 

Table 4: Functions of the stages 

The induction stage was the only one that appeared in all of the recordings I listened 

to, the rest were optional. The deepening and suggestion stages were typical to 

hypnosis recordings, whereas visualisation seemed to be the corresponding part in 

the meditation recordings. The stages always appeared in the same sequence, 

although in some of the recordings some of the stages repeated several times.  

Final remarks was the shortest of stages, followed by introduction and coming back 

stages. In recordings M1 and M5, which could be classified as mindfulness 

meditations (see Table 1), the induction was the longest stage, whereas in the 

meditations including visualisation the visualisation stage was the longest or about as 

long as the induction stage. In hypnosis recordings that had a clear suggestion stage 

(H1, H4), the suggestion stage was the longest stage, followed by induction, 

deepening and visualisation, which varied in relation to one another. In hypnosis 

Stage Function

Introduction introduce the recording, speaker, theme 
etc

Induction guide the listener to a state of relaxation

Deepening deepen the state of relaxation

Visualisation let the mind drift, relaxing/healing image

Suggestion help the listener to change their thought 
models and behaviour

Coming back guide the listener back to a normal state 
of awareness

Final remarks say goodbye, wish the listener well, 
advertise services
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recordings that were more focused on relaxation (H2, H3), the (repeating) deepening 

stage seemed to be the longest, followed by the induction stage. 

Following the marking style introduced by Eggins (1994), we could form the 

following generic structure classifications (see Table 2 for symbol explanations): 

hypnosis and meditation: (introduction)^induction^ 

<[(deepening)^(visualisation)^(*suggestions)^]>(coming back)^(final remarks) 

hypnosis: (introduction)^ induction^ <[deepening^ (visualisation)^ *suggestions^]> 

coming back^ (final remarks) 

mindfulness (type) meditation: introduction^induction^(coming back) 

meditation: introduction^induction^(visualisation)^(*suggestions)^(coming 

back)^(final remarks) 

non-mindfulness meditation: 

introduction^induction^visualisation^(suggestions)^coming back^(final remarks) 

Although there was quite a lot of variation in the included stages between different 

recordings, the sequence of the stages was always the same where they were present. 

The mindfulness meditations had the most simple structure, with only maximum of 

three stages: introduction and induction that were present in both of the meditations I 

looked at and an optional coming back stage. The non-mindfulness meditations 

(guided meditation, guided imagery) were more complex, with four compulsory 

stages (induction, induction, visualisation, coming back) and two optional ones 

(suggestions and final remarks). Suggestion stage and final remarks only appeared 

once in the material.  

The hypnosis recordings were different from the meditations in that they only had 

three compulsory parts: induction, deepening and coming back. However, if the 

accompanying information for the video is included (title, video description), 

recording H3 also has an introduction, which would make this part compulsory as 

well. All of the hypnosis recordings also had some kind of a suggestion stage, 
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although in two of the recordings (H2, H3) the stage kept repeating with the 

deepening stage and was not as clearly identifiable as in H1 and H4. The deepening 

stage didn’t appear in any of the meditation recordings, but the suggestion stage 

could be found in recording M4. 

4.1.1. Introduction 

The introduction stage was present in all but one of the recordings (H3), both 

meditation and hypnosis, in the data. The purpose, or function, of the stage, is to 

introduce the recording and sometimes the speaker as well. The speaker may greet or 

welcome the listener, and describe the purpose, origin and content of the recording. 

The speaker may also introduce themselves and/or their brand or advertise their 

services. The introduction is typically very short, sometimes only one or two 

utterances. However, often the speaker also comments on meditation or hypnosis or 

the focus of the recording more generally, which makes the section longer: this 

happened in more than half of the recordings (in M1, M2, M3, M6, H1 and H4). 

Below you can find some examples of the introduction stages. In the first example, 

the speaker first greets the listener (1) (although whether this can be regarded as a 

greeting can be debated). Then she introduces herself (2), explains the origin of the 

meditation (3) and the purpose of the meditation (4), finally describing the theme in 

more detail (5). 

 (1) Okay everyone. (2) This is Madeline Rinehart and (3) this  

 meditation was a gift from my friend Paul A. Nelson. (4) It is a  

 meditation to heal any pain that you have been carrying with you. (5) 

 This could be pain that you’ve been carrying with you for a very long 

 time or it could be something new. It could be a deep pain, even  

 emotional pain, or it could  be just stress that you’ve been carrying with 

 you lately, that you wanna  heal. This pain has somehow become a part 

 of you, and it’s time to release it. (M6) 

The second example includes some of the same elements, but there are differences as 

well. The speaker first greets the listener (1) and welcomes them (2). The he tells the 
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listener what they are listening to (3) and moves on to describe the way hypnosis 

works (4). Finally he promises the hypnosis will start shortly (5) and cautions the 

listener about the possible effects of the hypnosis (6). 

 (1) Hello and (2) welcome to the world of hypnosis. (3) You’re  

 listening to the stop stress and relax hypnosis cd. (4) Hypnosis works 

 by relaxing both of mind and body to a safe and natural level allowing 

 direct communication with the subconscious mind. The subconscious 

 mind is the part with controls and regulates body temperatures stores 

 memories and emotions, it’s the parts of the mind that asks no  

 questions has no perceptions opinions or views and without the ability 

 to distinguish between whats right, wrong, true or false hypnosis is able 

 to restructure and redefine deep roots of the emotions within the  

 subconscious mind which in turn can facilitate change on a conscious 

 level. (5) In a few moments time the hypnosis will begin but before that 

 (6) I would just like to remind you that this cd contains powerful  

 hypnotic suggestions which may cause deep relaxation and sometimes 

 sleep. (H1) 

In contrast to the two previous examples, the following introduction stages are very 

short. In the first one the speaker introduces himself and his brand and thanks the 

listener. In the second example the speaker advertises their brand and other services 

and in the third example the speaker only introduces himself.  

 I’m Kenneth S… you’re listening to power thoughts meditation  

 club, thank you for being here. (M4) 

 For even more content and mp3s from ultra hypnosis be sure to  

 check out my pattern page link in the video description. (H2) 

 This is Gregory speaking. (H4) 

From a linguistic point of view, the introduction stages in all of the recordings  were 

quite similar in that they all included almost exclusively declarative utterances that 
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were used to comment on the recording, its contents and what was to come. For 

example: 

 Welcome to this guided mindfulness meditation which you can listen to 

 daily or just as often as you wish for shorter periods at first or for  

 longer times as you seek to improve. There are many benefits to  

 mindfulness  meditation which you may find for yourself as you  

 continue to practice and many of these benefits have been studied and 

 scientifically  proven to help reduce symptoms of anxiety, depression 

 and stress. Mindfulness can be summarised as a state of focused  

 attention in which we gently train our minds to bring acceptance and a 

 non-judgemental awareness to our moment to moment thoughts  

 feelings and sensations. (M1) 

There were a couple of exceptions to this rule. In recordings M2, H1 and H2 the 

speaker used imperatives to give instructions to the listener, mostly to prepare them 

for the session to come (e.g. “use this time to drift away from all your causes of 

stress” (M2) or “please be sure that wherever you are listening to this cd you are in a 

safe and comfortable environment where you are able to fully relax and let 

go.” (H1)). Recording M3, which was the only guided visualisation recording, was 

an interesting example in that even though it used declarative sentences, some of the 

sentences could be considered more like suggestions that can be seen later on in the 

suggestion stage, especially in the hypnosis recordings. Instead of describing what 

benefits listening to the recording may have, the speaker states that the listener’s 

body and mind will act in a certain way, and that listening to the meditation will have 

a specific effect: 

 Guided imagery is a powerful relaxation technique. In this exercise  you 

 will be guided into a beautiful tranquil forest. As your imagination is 

 guided through various sensory suggestions, your body and mind will 

 respond as though what you are imagining is real. So if you are feeling 

 tensed or stressed this will help shift your mood to a one of peace and 

 relaxation. (M3) 
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Overall, despite the differences in length and content of the stage, the stage is rather 

easy to define based on its function. 

4.1.2. Induction 

The purpose of this section is to guide the listener towards a state of relaxation, 

typically by giving instructions connected with breathing and relaxing the body in 

different ways. This section was the only one to appear in all of the recordings, both 

meditation and hypnosis. In half of the recordings (M2, M3, M5, H1, H4) the 

beginning of the introduction stage was marked by the words begin or start (e.g. ”to 

begin”, “so begin” or “I would like to start”). It often started with a directive focused 

on the body, such as an instruction to find a comfortable position or to focus on the 

body or the breath, as can be seen in the examples taken from the beginning of 

induction sections below: 

 So you can find a comfortable position for yourself, and if you are in a 

 chair then sit upright and allow your spine to align as much as is  

 comfortable for you… (M1) 

 Please begin your session by bringing your attention to your body,  

 letting go of distractions in the mind… (M5) 

 So what I would want everyone to do right now, is just take deep breath 

 in and then let it out… (M6) 

 I want you to relax…and close your eyes… (H3) 

There were two exceptions in the material: recordings M4 and M5. I will first 

analyse recording M5 in more detail, after which I will also introduce recording M4 

more closely. Recording M5 seemed to mix the introduction and induction stages 

together so that it was not clear where the induction stage started. In the example 

below, the speaker first introduces the content of the meditation (1), and then 

proceeds to give an instruction to focus on the body (2), which usually begins the 

induction stage. However, after this, the speaker moves on to describe the purpose 

(3) and the reason (4) of the meditation, which again is typical to the introduction 
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stage. The speaker then introduces the type of the meditation (5), a step also typical 

of the introduction stage, and then asks the listener to become aware of their 

breathing (6), which again could be considered a start of an induction stage: 

 (1) 5 minute meditation to reduce stress. (2) Please begin your session 

 by bringing your attention to your body, letting go of distractions in the 

 mind…(3) we make the determination that we’re going to reduce the 

 stress, in our mind, with training in meditation…(4) we’re going to do 

 this to benefit not only ourselves but all the people we know and all the 

 people throughout the world…(5) the first meditation we’re going to do 

 in this series is the classical breathing meditation…(6) so with the  

 intention we just set we can start to bring awareness gently to the  

 natural sensation of the breath as it enters and leaves our body…(M5) 

It is worth noting that recording M5 is a mindfulness type meditation, and both 

mindfulness type meditations in the material were very different from the other types 

of meditation and hypnosis recordings in terms of stages. They also felt less scripted 

than the other recordings, which could explain the deviation from the norm. 

Recording M4 was similar to M5 in the sense that it wasn’t actually clear where the 

induction stage started or whether there even was one. In the example below, you can 

see a clear introduction stage (1), but then the speaker uses a directive, asking the 

listener to imagine something (2). The use of directives is typical to the induction 

stage, however, the directives in this case have nothing to do with breathing or 

relaxing the body. In fact, this could almost be considered a start of a visualisation 

stage, except that the speaker seems to be using some kind of a metaphor, likening 

the functioning of subconscious mind to a tree, instead of simply describing scenery 

(see chapter 4.1.4. for more information on the visualisation stage). Since it doesn’t 

really seem neither like introduction or visualisation, it would be natural to interpret 

this part as the induction stage. However, after asking the listener to imagine a tree 

and talking about the tree, the speaker talks about the way the subconscious works 

(3), which could be again a part of the introduction stage. After that, the speaker asks 
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the listener to access their calm inner part (4), which could be interpreted as the 

induction stage, since its function is to guide the listener to a state of relaxation. 

 (1) I’m Kenneth Swallis…you’re listening to power thoughts,  

 meditation club. Thank you, for being here. (2) I wonder now if you 

 can imagine a tree, outside in autumn…imagine the leaves changing 

 colour, from green, yellow, red, brown…and as time goes by, more and 

 more leaves just releases from the tree, letting go, naturally, and when 

 winter comes the tree stands there without the leaves…some people’ll 

 look at that tree and think, that there’s no life there, I wonder if they’ve 

 thought of, all the life inside that tree, all the processes, going on inside 

 that tree…Because when the spring comes, the new, fresh, green  

 leaves, grow out again. If it hadn’t been, for the autumn being there, 

 there would have been no room, for the new, green, fresh leaves. (3) 

 And it’s good to know, that your subconscious mind, works the same 

 way, naturally and safely, it releases, the old…(4) And I wonder now, if 

 you can allow yourself to access that deep*** inner part of you that is 

 calm, serene and focused, in your imagination everything is possible, 

 and the way you imagine, your mental pictures, way you hear sounds 

 and feel emotions and body sensations, through this process now, that 

 is the right way, for you, to do this. 

In all of the recordings except for M4, the induction stage included some kind of 

instructions on breathing. Typically the speaker asked the listener to breathe deeply 

and/or slowly in one way or another, although in the mindfulness type meditations 

(M1 and M5) the speaker only asked the listener to focus on the breathing or to be 

aware of it. The instructions on breathing were continued or returned to throughout 

the induction stage, often mixed with instructions to relax and to be aware of body 

sensations, or, as in the mindfulness meditation (M1), thoughts. The hypnosis 

recordings did not instruct the listener on the breathing as much as the meditation 

recordings did, it seemed to be more like one additional detail on relaxation 

induction rather than the focus of it. The following excerpts (one from a mindfulness 
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meditation, one from a guided meditation and one from a hypnosis recording) 

highlight these differences, with instructions on breathing in italics: 

 So once you are ready allow your eyes to close gently beginning to  

 bring your attention to your breath….becoming aware of your own  

 breathing and just noticing the inbreathe and noticing the out breath. 

 And noticing that in breath is as long as the outbreath… And noticing 

 any activity of your own thoughts…as you allow yourself to begin to 

 observe those thoughts…without any particular judgement or  

 opinion…as you find your body settles… so too can you allow your 

 thinking mind to settle…and know that there is no rush or a time table 

 here…there is only the present moment…and continue to bring your 

 gently guided awareness always back to your breath…and notice any 

 changes to your own rhythms of breathing… (M1) 

 So what I want everyone to do right now, is just to take a deep breath 

 in and then let it out (breathing out) deep breath in again…breathe  

 out…and as you breathe out, feel the stress leave your body. And now 

 we’re gonna focus on our feet, allow relaxation to flow all the way  

 down to your feet…when you breathe in imagine breathing in light and 

 let that light fall all the way down to your body and as you exhale  

 imagine stress, any stress, leaving…now we’re gonna go to the lower 

 legs, breathe in, and let your lower legs relax, as you breathe out any

 stress in the lower legs, imagine it leaving… (M6) 

 Do not strain in any way, just breathe deeply, regularly and silently. Let 

 my mind do all the work. Relax your body completely. Totally and  

 completely accept every suggestion I give you. Do not resist anything. 

 Intentionally, deliberately and instantly let go of your body right now. 

 Relax your facial muscles. Let your eyes relax. Don’t try to keep them 

 open, as your body relaxes, every muscle, every ligament letting go 

 throughout your body…your eyelids are the weakest muscles in the 

 body, and they feel warm and soft, and they want to close down. (H4) 
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In three of the meditation recordings (M2, M3, M6) the induction stage ended with 

an instruction to enjoy or notice the relaxation the listener was in: 

 notice how much more relaxed you are now feeling as you allow your 

 mind and body the opportunity to experience this quality time-out…

 (M2) 

 feel yourself beginning to relax, and let go…(M3) 

 once you get through breathing out, take a moment and enjoy the  

 relaxation that you’re in…(M6) 

The induction stage in M5 ended in a similar fashion, but asking the listener to focus 

on breathing (“and just spend a few more moments concentrating on the breathing, 

trying to, unwind the mind…”). Meditation recording M1 (mindfulness meditation) 

ended in an induction stage, so there was no coming back stage like in the other 

recordings. The last instructions just asked the listener to continue bringing their 

attention to the breath and to the present moment and its observation: 

 just breathing into the present reality..so that you are always bringing 

 your awareness to each part of your breath…being in the present…and 

 continuing to witness and observe…(M1) 

In the hypnosis recordings, there was not any clear way to finish the induction stage, 

although in three of the four recordings, the speaker talked about relaxation either by 

giving instructions or otherwise: 

 let all these muscles drop down and relax…drop and relax…and  

 relax…(H1) 

 always letting go, always sinking deep, always ready to feel good  

 because my voice is here to give you positive and helpful hypnotic  

 suggestions, my voice is here to help you relax deeply (H2) 
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 and when you allow all of the muscles in your body, from the tip of 

 your head, all the way down to the tip of your toes, to release all of  

 energy, you’ll feel that deep, relaxation, (H3) 

In recording H4 relaxation was not mentioned very close towards the end of the 

stage, instead, the last advice was to “Close your eyes and keep them closed until I 

tell you to open them later.” However, closing the eyes was earlier on connected with 

the relaxation of the body, so even though relaxation was not specifically mentioned, 

it was implied. 

4.1.3. Deepening 

This stage was found only in the hypnosis recordings, although whether to classify it 

as its own stage is questionable. It is very much like the induction stage, except that 

it typically included a part with counting down numbers while guiding the listener to 

relax even more deeply. In all of the recordings the word deeper was present in this 

stage, often repeated several times. The word deeper did not appear in other stages of 

the recordings, and it also did not appear in meditation recordings, with the exception 

of recording M3. 

In two of the hypnosis recordings (H1, H4) the deepening stage started with the 

speaker asking the listener to visualise themselves at the top of a staircase and then 

starting to count down the steps while describing a deepening state of relaxation, as 

in the example below. 

 I would like you to visualise in your minds eye that you’re standing at 

 the top of a staircase…the staircase has ten steps…you are standing at 

 the top on the tenth step…in a few moments time I’m going to ask you 

 to walk down these steps and with each step you walk down you will 

 feel even more relaxed, even more calm and even more peaceful…so 

 moving down to step nine, feeling more and more relaxed now, moving 

 down to step eight and now down to step seven, notice how with every 

 step you take you become even more relaxed, and notice step six  
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 feeling really relaxed now notice step five, step four, drifting deeper 

 and deeper… (H1) 

Both of the hypnosis recordings that included the staircase scenario also had a short 

visualisation part after the counting down of stairs. Recording H2 had a similar 

structure at the beginning of the deepening stage, but instead of visualising stairs, the 

speaker asked the listener to think of a time in the past (“now I want you to think to a 

time when you were feeling stressed out, angry or otherwise distressed”). In hypnosis 

recording H4 there was no counting at all, but the word deeper appeared in a drawn 

out form (“deeperrrrr, and deeperrrrrr…”), so my intuition is to classify that as a 

deepening stage. Another phenomenon that occurred in the deepening stage, was the 

speaker commenting on the relaxed state of the listener: 

 notice how entirely calm and relaxed you feel… (H1) 

 you feel much more relaxed now… (H2) 

 you realise you enjoy the deep state of relaxation… (H3) 

One more commonality between the deepening stages was that compared to the 

induction stage, the words related to the body (e.g. muscles, feet) appeared to be 

fewer and more general in the deepening stage. For example, whereas in the 

induction stage the speaker might ask the listener to “relax your facial muscles” (H4) 

or “let any pressure in your feet melt away” (H1), in the deepening stage they mostly 

referred to muscles or the body in general (e.g. “let every muscle go loose” (H2)). 

4.1.4. Visualisation 

Most of the meditation recordings included a section where the speaker describes 

scenery which is related to nature and sensations associated with it. Only recordings 

M1 (mindfulness meditation) and M5 (breathing/mindfulness meditation) lacked this 

stage. In recording M4 the target of the visualisation was a crystal and a room inside 

that crystal, so even though in one sense natural, it was different from the more 

nature related visualisations. The sections mostly used declarative sentences to 

describe the scenery and imperatives to ask the listener to imagine or envision it and 
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to feel certain aspects of it, such as the wind. However, oftentimes the speaker did 

not specifically ask the listener to feel, rather they described the feelings and 

sensations with declaratives, as can be seen especially in the example from recording 

M3 below, but also in the other examples. All of the visualisation stages began with 

the speaker in one form or another asking the listener to imagine or envision 

something. All of them also used words related to peacefulness such as peace, 

peaceful, stillness, silence, calm, tranquility and relaxation. Below is an example of 

the complete visualisation stage from recording M2, and an excerpt from the same 

stage in recording M3. In the first example, the speaker also uses noun phrases in the 

place of full sentences to describe the scenery.  

 Now I want you to imagine a cushion of energy beginning to form  

 under the length of your body and your body rising on this support…

 feel a cloud under your body wide cushioning every limb every muscle 

 a beautiful blue sky is above you casting itself into infinity…feel the 

 cloud rise and as it does so imagine you are floating away from it all…

 on this cloud you are completely free…you can turn on it as if it were a 

 bed and look down on the world below…the land opens…a crumpled 

 many coloured quilt of meadows, farmland, the glinting ripple of  

 rivers…little lanes… a scatter of houses…the blue eyes of lakes,  

 forests like great blooms following the dip and rise of hills and valleys, 

 the breathing of the sea at the edges of the world…the air sweeps you 

 along but you are perfectly warm, relaxed and secure…you can watch a 

 flock of birds flying below in a great v-shape…the sun sinks into your 

 skin…there is a great silence up here as  you travel with the whisper of 

 the wind, and in that silence there is a vast sense of peace…take as long 

 as you like to explore the skies…to look down at the changing  

 landscape below you… (M2) 

 now imagine you’re walking along a path in a beautiful secluded forest, 

 on a bright, sunny autumn morning, the path is soft underneath your 

 shoes, you can hear each of your footsteps against the forest floor,  
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 where there are fallen leaves, pine needles, twigs and moss…as you 

 walk along the path, you can feel a gentle cool breeze caressing your 

 cheeks…you hear the birds singing, and the leaves of the trees, as they 

 rustle in the wind…as you continue to walk, you feel relaxed and your 

 mind clears…” (M3) 

Within the visualisation stage two of the meditations presented something I’m going 

to call a healing image in this context, although whether this should be classified as 

its own stage is still questionable. Linguistically it seemed to follow the same lines as 

the visualisation stage overall, as there were a lot of declarative sentences and few 

imperatives. The healing image was in a form of an extended metaphor. In recording 

M4 the speaker likened negative thoughts that needed releasing to dust that was 

being turned into stardust in a golden light. In recording M6 the speaker asked the 

listener to imagine a wounded animal that the listener was healing, and the wounded 

animal was actually the pain the listener was carrying within.  

Towards the end of the visualisation stage, three of the four meditation recordings 

with a visualisation stage included an instruction to take some time to enjoy the 

visualisation, relaxation etc. (e.g. “take a few moments and enjoy this deep sense of 

peace and relaxation” (M3)). This seemed to be some kind of a preparation for the 

coming back phase.  

The hypnosis recordings were somewhat different. Only two of them (H1 and H4) 

had a part similar to a visualisation section in meditation recordings. However, 

whereas declarative sentences were mostly used in meditations, the corresponding 

part in the hypnosis recording had mostly imperative forms: 

 and straight ahead of you you will see a doorway through this doorway 

 is a beautiful wall garden…I would like you to walk through this  

 doorway and in to the garden…notice how beautiful it is and how  

 peaceful and  tranquil it feels…notice the flowers and the trees and all 

 the different shapes and colours of the beautiful surroundings, look  

 down at the grass, see how healthy and fresh it looks…lay down on the 
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 grass…become aware how soft and how comfortable it feels…feel the 

 warm air against your skin, from the top of your head to the tips of your 

 toes…feel the warm air and the soft grass. feel the power of relaxation 

 flowing throughout your whole body… (H1) 

The visualisation stage in hypnosis recordings appeared after the deepening stage, 

and as it was different from the visualisation stages in the meditation recordings, it 

might actually be classified as a part of the deepening stage. However, not all 

deepening stages included a similar element, so it does not seem to be a necessary 

part of the deepening stage, which makes me inclined to interpret it as a stage of its 

own also in the hypnosis recordings. 

4.1.5. Suggestions 

This stage was present as a clearly identifiable unified stage in the hypnosis 

recordings H1 and H4, although also meditation recording M4 included a similar 

stage. However, the suggestions themselves seem to be something that can be spread 

out throughout the hypnosis (or in some cases, meditation): they are not limited to 

the suggestion stage only, although that is where they are most plentiful. This stage 

could then be seen as something that can be either unified or spread out through the 

recording. The suggestion stage included, unsurprisingly, hypnotic suggestions (see 

chapter 2.1.) for the listener. The suggestions were most often in the form of 

declarative sentences,  

 you are a relaxed person, you are a calm person, and as the days and 

 weeks go by, you will become even more so… (H1) 

Sometimes the suggestions used first person pronoun, taking the form of positive 

affirmations: 

 I have absolute dominion over my thoughts and mental processes. (H4) 

 I allow myself to heal from the inside out. I choose to think thoughts 

 that support my life. (M4) 
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Recordings H4 and M4 used this tactic, where as recording H1 used only pronoun 

you.  

The suggestion stage seemed to have two steps. The first step could be called pre-

suggestions. In this step, the speaker prepares the listener to the suggestions or 

affirmations to come. In both of the examples, the speaker first asks the listener to 

relax. Then, in the first example, from recording H1, the speaker tells the listener, 

that everything that he is going to say, will be stored in their subconscious mind. In 

the example from recording H4, the speaker does essentially the same thing, but 

using a more complicated technique: he asks the listener first to pretend and then to 

believe that their mind is a sponge, soaking up all the things the speaker is saying. 

 …relax…you’ve now become so deeply  relaxed, so deeply asleep, that 

 your mind has become so sensitive so inceptive to what I say that  

 everything that I do say will sink deeply into your subconscious  

 mind…all the information that I give you will be permanently stored 

 within your mind which will positively influence the way you think, f

 eel and behave…the information I give you will positively influence 

 the way you think, feel and behave… (H1) 

 And relax your mind completely. Your body is becoming all dissolved 

 into itself. You are learning the power of pretending by visiting your 

 childhood. Remember how you pretended as a child - did you pretend 

 you were a king, or a queen, a prince or a princess, cowboys and  

 indians, cops and robbers. You actually pretended so much that what 

 you imagined became real. So now we’re going to do some more  

 pretending, just like that. Pretend your mind is like a sponge. It soaks 

 up everything easily. Now move from pretending to believing your  

 mind is a sponge, and move from belief, to actual reality itself. Now try 

 to resist that in your mind, try as hard as you wish, use your will, try 

 with your will, but keep believing that your mind is a sponge, you’ll f

 ind it impossible to close your mind to what I’m saying...Now you’re 
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 going to pretend. Then we’re going to move down into believing, and 

 into reality, with more things that you’ll absorb in this session. (H4) 

The second step is the actual suggestions, that, as previously discussed, may take the 

form of affirmations as well. 

Recordings H2 and H3 were different from H1 and H4 (and M4) in that they did not 

have as extensive suggestion stage, and over all it was much harder to define the start 

of the stage: in fact it seemed that the deepening and suggestion stages kept 

repeating. As you can see in the excerpt from recording H2, there first seems to be a 

deepening stage with counting and talking about going deeper (1), then a short stage 

reminiscent of visualisation (2) and then giving suggestions (3). After the suggestions 

there is another round of counting (4), which could be considered the deepening 

stage, and then some more suggestions (5).  

 (1) now you notice how relaxed you feel right now how good  

 everything feels and you can just drift down deeper into this feeling, 

 feeling better, as I count from 1 to 3, when I reach three you can open 

 your eyes ready to drop even deeper and feel even better, 1,2,3 open 

 your eyes as you (finger snap) sleep, deep sleep now just melting away 

 just feeling good, shhhhhh, relax deeper and allow yourself to feel  

 better, just melting away just feeling good no thoughts right now, just 

 drifting in a wonderful state of relaxation, (2) imagining your mind is 

 the surface of a pond, completely still, no ripples, tranquil, stationary, 

 not a single thought to disturb it , (3) always knowing that this inner 

 tranquility is inside you knowing that it always feels good to breath in 

 and out slowly and deeply, knowing that you can always control your 

 breathing and let yourself relax you can always gather up any and all 

 stress and tension you are feeling at any time you can tense up your 

 muscles you can tense up your mind and then you count from 1 to 3, 

 (4) 1,2,3 (snap) sleep, breathing out, pushing out any and all of that 

 stress and tension realising how good it feels to just drift, to just let go, 

 to just relax, just relax, just feel good, just sleep, (5) knowing that in 
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 and out of trance you can always allow yourself to relax, no matter how 

 stressful things can sometimes feel you can always gather up any and 

 all stress and tension that you’re feeling and just push it out, letting go 

 of everything, feeling so good, (H2) 

4.1.6. Coming back 

This section could be found in one form or another in all recordings except for the 

mindfulness meditation (M1). In hypnosis recordings it seemed to follow stricter 

rules than in the meditation recordings. All of the hypnosis recordings included two 

steps: first the speaker announced that he was soon going to count numbers and do 

something (e.g. awaken the listener, have them open their eyes) and he also gave 

instructions for the listener to react to. Then they counted some amount of numbers 

either backwards or in the right order while giving instructions. In both of the 

examples below, the speaker first announces their intention (1), says they are going 

to count (2), says what will happen while they count/gives suggestions for waking up 

(3) and then starts to count while still giving suggestions/instructions (4), ending up 

with a suggestion to be awake (5). 

 (1) in a few moments time I’m going to awaken you, (2) I’m going to 

 count to ten, (3) and on the number 5 you’ll begin to wake up, on the 

 number 8 you’ll open your eyes, and on the number 10 you’ll feel wide 

 awake and all the positive feelings will remain elevated, so (4) 1, 2, 3, 

 4, 5, starting to wake up now, 6, 7, 8, open your eyes, 9, 10 (5) wide 

 awake. (H1) 

 (1) In just a moment I’m going to have you open your eyes, (2) I’ll  

 count backwards from 3 to 1, (3) when I reach 1 you will be conscious, 

 completely totally aware, take in a deep breath…and when you  

 exhale…see the world with new eyes…(4) 3, slowly allowing your  

 mind and your body to drift back, 2, energy filling your muscles, 1, (5) 

 awake. (H3) 
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In the meditation recordings this section was not so uniform. Only one of them 

included counting numbers (M4), so this feature seems to be conventional mostly to 

hypnosis. All of the meditation recordings that included a coming back stage 

included the speaker telling the listener to bring their awareness back to their body or 

to the room. The stage could be divided into two steps, much like in hypnosis 

recordings: a preparation part, where the speaker mentally prepares the listener to 

coming back and an embodiment part, where the listener is asked to return to his/her 

body in one way or another or to a waking state. In the meditations including a 

visualisation stage (except for M6), the preparation part included an instruction to 

return from some state the listener was in during the visualisation: in the 

visualisations where they were sitting or lying somewhere (M3 and M4), they were 

asked to get up, and in M2 where the listener was drifting on a cloud they were asked 

to come back down.  

The stage also often included expressions that seemed to suggest a gradual 

awakening using adverbs such as slowly, gently and gradually and clauses such as 

there is no hurry and when you are ready. Another typical clause was open your eyes, 

which was present in each and every coming back stage, both meditation and 

hypnosis, except for recording H4, where the listener was asked to open their eyes 

already earlier in the recording. (Interestingly enough, even though the speakers on 

all of the recordings asked the listener to open their eyes at some point, they did not 

ask the listener to close their eyes at any point in recordings M4, M5 and M6.  

In the following two examples you can see all of the mentioned features: the features 

that are in italics mark the phrases suggesting an unhurried awakening, and the 

numbers mark the coming back within the visualisation (1), coming back from the 

visualisation (2), coming back to the body (3) and opening the eyes (4). 

 (1) When you are ready begin to drift down slowly…there is no  

 hurry….(2) feel your slow and steady breathing as the cloud carries 

 you gently back to your home to where your body lies in relaxation… 

 (3) feel again the weight of your body, let your mind remain still before 

 you take a few slow deep breaths and in your own time (4) when you 
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 are ready open your eyes, knowing that you are welcome to return to 

 the cloud and leave the world behind you whenever you wish. (M2) 

 (1) Now bring your awareness back to where you’re sitting beneath the 

 old tree and see yourself slowly standing up…you brush off any leaves 

 or moss that may be on your clothes…you take a final look at the  

 beautiful scenery around you…and when you’re ready, follow the trail 

 back as you proceed to leave the forest…(2) now bring your awareness 

 back to the room…(3) become aware of the surface beneath you, notice 

 the sounds in the room, feel yourself awaken, and (4) when you’re  

 ready, open your eyes, feeling refreshed, alert, relaxed. (M3) 

In three of the meditation recordings (M4, M5 and M6) there was a part in the 

coming back stage that reflected back on the positive effect of the meditation 

experience. This was indicated by the use of the past simple tense, which was 

notable, as almost all of the verbs in the recordings were in present tense otherwise. 

 Now that you have rested, healed, imagine getting up… (M4) 

 Before we open our eyes, we can make a determination to train in  

 meditation regularly and we can dedicate the good experience we had 

 in this meditation so other people can experience peace and freedom. 

 (M5) 

 Sense the feelings that you have healed… (M6) 

Another recurrent feature (found in M2, M4, M6) was a promise that the listener can 

always “return”: 

 open your eyes knowing that you are welcome to return to the cloud 

 and leave the world behind you whenever you wish (M2) 

 taking your time to look around this lovely, bright place, knowing that 

 you can return here anytime (M4) 
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 know that anytime that you come back to this place, any time you come 

 back to this peaceful place that’s filled with this joy and love and the 

 feeling that you have healed, know that your animal will be here for 

 you… (M6) 

4.1.7. Final remarks 

Two of the recordings, one meditation (M6) and one hypnosis (H1), had a short stage 

in the end, only one or two utterances, that wished the listener well and in the 

hypnosis recording H1 encouraged the listener to listen to the recording in the future, 

and also thanked them for listening. 

 Many blessings to you, take care. (M6) 

 I’d just like to tell you that this CD should be listened to as often as 

 possible to ensure maximum results. I wish you all the best of success 

 in the future, thank you for listening. (H1) 

Based on only these two examples, it is hard to make conclusions about what else 

could be included in this stage, but it seems to be a space to say things that do not 

really fit into the other stages but are related to the recording somehow or to the 

future of the listener. 

4.2. Language features 

In this section I will analyse the pronouns and directives used in the recordings. I 

selected directives as an object of analysis because the hypnosis and guided 

meditations can be considered a category of instructive language. Pronouns were 

selected because they were salient in the text, and also because I suspected that their 

use could be typical of the genre(s) in question. While analysing pronouns, I will also 

analyse some nouns that appear in conjunction with them. 
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4.2.1. Personal and possessive pronouns 

The most common pronoun used in both the meditations and the hypnosis recordings 

was you, along with its derivatives your and yourself. This is not surprising as the 

recordings are directed to the listener of the recording, addressing him or her. You is 

the focus of the recordings. Below you can find examples, with pronouns in italics.  

 So you can find a comfortable position for yourself. And if you are in a 

 chair then sit upright and allow your spine to align as much as is  

 comfortable for you…Or you can sit on the floor if you wish…or you 

 can lie down with your head supported if you need any extra back  

 support, that is also fine. And you may find that as you meditate and 

 your body relaxes, your spine may slightly lengthen and release slowly 

 as any tension between vertebrates recedes. So once you are ready  

 allow your eyes to close gently beginning to bring your attention to  

 your breath…(M1) 

 you realise you enjoy the deep state of relaxation, and since you enjoy 

 that deep deep state of relaxation, you’ll allow yourself to sink even 

 deeper, and deeper, and deeper…so much more relaxed…so that you’re 

 able, to separate yourself, from the strain, and all of the stress, and all 

 of the tension these pains… from your daily life, and you’re able to  

 gain, a new, and revitalised sense, of focus and relaxation and  

 rejuvenation, but for now you just breathe in deeply, and hold as much 

 air as your lungs can hold and as you exhale you’re at deep  

 relaxation… (H3) 

Compared to the use of you there are relatively few other pronouns in the recordings. 

The pronouns he or she do not make any appearances in the material. We appears on 

a few occasions along with our. It is often used to state general facts about being: 

 …in which we gently train our minds to bring acceptance… (M1) 

 Stress is not always a negative thing, we use it to take action […] (M2) 
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In all cases but one, we was inclusive. The only exclusive we was in recording M2, 

where the makers of the recording referred to themselves in the introduction (“Our 

videos are made with genuine care, and we would like you to imagine that we are 

with you, alleviating the burden.”). Two of the meditation recordings also made use 

of the pronoun we to instruct the listener, although the use of we was mixed with the 

use of you and directives directed to you on both occasions, as can be seen from the 

examples below: 

 We make the determination that we’re going to reduce stress in our  

 mind […] so with the intention we just set we can start to bring  

 awareness gently to the natural sensation of the breath as it enters and 

 leaves our body…try to focus on this sensation single pointedly for a 

 few minutes…just think to yourself, nah, in these few minutes I’m  

 going to engage in concentration without distraction… (M5) 

 And now we’re gonna focus on our feet, allow relaxation to flow all the 

 way down to your feet…when you breathe in imagine breathing in light 

 and let that light fall all the way down to your body and as you exhale 

 imagine stress, any stress, leaving…now we’re gonna go to the lower 

 legs […] (M6) 

The pronoun I is also used every now and then. It is mostly used in directives to refer 

to the speaker and what s/he wants the listener to do: 

 now I want you to imagine a cushion of energy (M2) 

 I would like you to visualise in your minds eye that you’re standing at 

 the top of a staircase (H1) 

The other frequent use of I is in meta-level speak, where the speaker says what he or 

she is going to do or has done: 

 in a few moments time I’m going to awaken you, I’m going to count to 

 ten, and on the number 5 you’ll begin to wake up (H1) 
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 …and your subconscious mind will integrate all these positive words 

 I’ve told you in a safe and natural way… (M4) 

Another way to use I is in hypnotic suggestions, referring to the listener. In recording 

M4 the speaker asks the listener to repeat some of these suggestions or affirmations 

in their mind. In recording H4 the speaker uses similarly structured suggestions. 

Notice how in the second example, I first refers to the speaker, but later on to the 

listener. 

 You can silently repeat after me now…I am safe, I choose to think  

 positive thoughts, I choose to be free, I allow myself to feel good… 

 (M4) 

 Now remain in a deep state of mind where you totally accept every  

 suggestion I give you, but open your eyes gently and continue gazing 

 straight ahead, without looking away, so that you can read and listen 

 together. […] I control my mind. I have absolute dominion over my 

 thoughts and mental processes. Nobody else controls my mind or what 

 I think about at any time. (H4) 

I also took a look at words appearing in conjunction with possessive pronouns. The 

words which the pronoun your appears in conjunction with can be mostly categorised 

in three classes: words connected with the physical body and its functions (e.g. head, 

breath, muscles, rhythms of breathing, arms), words connected with the mind and 

awareness (e.g. mind, awareness, thoughts, attention, imagination) and words 

connected with attitudes and emotions (e.g. attitude; levels of concentration, 

enthusiasm and motivation; positive emotions; negative emotions). In other words, 

all of the things referred to are things the listener inherently as a human being has, 

and not, for example, possessions. Below you can find one example from a 

meditation recording and one from a hypnosis recording: 
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 So once you are ready allow your eyes to close gently beginning to  

 bring your attention to your breath….becoming aware of your own  

 breathing and just noticing the inbreathe and noticing the out breath. 

 And noticing that in breath is as long as the outbreath… And noticing 

 any activity of your own thoughts…as you allow yourself to begin to 

 observe those thoughts…without any particular judgement or  

 opinion…as you find your body settles…so too can you allow your  

 thinking mind to settle… (M1) 

 Really slow down your breathing now…breathe in…and out… 

 in….and out…let your whole body sink against the warm comfortable 

 relaxing chair allow the chair to take the full weight of your body and 

 as you do so let your mind fully relax and unwind, let everything go 

 every bit of stress, worry and strain…and relax….starting with your 

 feet let any pressure in your feet melt away… (H1) 

The exceptions to this pattern appeared mostly in meditations where there was a 

visualisation stage. In these occasions your appeared in conjunction with things 

present in the visualisations: 

 Now imagine you’re walking along a path in a beautiful secluded  

 forest, on a bright, sunny autumn morning. The path is soft underneath 

 your shoes, you can hear each of your footsteps against the forest floor, 

 where there are fallen leaves, pine needles, twigs and moss… (M3) 

 You have stepped into the crystal room, which is there just for you.  

 This is your own special place. The room can be in any shape or size 

 you wish it to be. Just allow your imagination, to create the room as 

 you want it to be. Bring in the colours that you love and feel peaceful 

 with, make it as comfortable as you want it to be, it is your room. (M4) 

The possessive pronouns our and my make a few appearances as well. Our is used in 

conjunction mostly with similar words as your, such as mind and feet except where it 
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is used to refer to the makers of the recording in recording M2. Below you can find 

some examples: 

 we make the determination that we’re going to reduce the stress in our 

 mind… meditation…we’re going to do this to benefit not only  

 ourselves but all the people we know and all the people throughout the 

 world…the first meditation we’re going to do in this series is the  

 classical breathing meditation…so with the intention we just set we can 

 start to bring  awareness gently to the natural sensation of the breath as 

 it enters and leaves our body […] and then gradually we can open our 

 eyes. (M5) 

 And now we’re gonna focus on our feet, allow relaxation to flow all the 

 way down to your feet…(M6) 

The pronoun my appears in all hypnosis recordings except for recording H1 and it is 

most often used in conjunction with voice, words, suggestions and fingers. On one 

occasion it is used to refer to the services offered by the speaker (“be sure to check 

out my patreon page, link in the video description” (H2)), and in one of the 

meditation recordings the speaker refers to her friend (“this meditation was a gift 

from my friend Paul A. Nelson” (M4)) Below you can find examples of the use of 

my: 

 every single time I snap my fingers and say sleep […] you can let go 

 and just drift, my voice guiding you, my voice helping you feel better 

 and better, because every single time I snap my fingers and say sleep 

 you can relax easily and effortlessly drifting down, all the way down, 

 feeling so good […] letting my words sink deep into your mind, letting 

 my positive and powerful hypnotic suggestions affect you deeply  

 knowing that you can always relax, (H2) 

Even though the pronoun my was used mostly in hypnosis recordings, it also made 

an appearance in meditation recording M4, where it was also used in conjunction 

with voice. It is worth noticing that this particular recording also featured a 
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suggestion stage and a coming back stage similar to hypnosis recordings, so this is 

probably not a coincidence.  

4.2.2. Directives 

The occurrence of directives varied a little within the different stages of the 

recordings. The introduction and final remarks stages had almost none, whereas the 

induction stage, the deepening stage and the coming back stage used them a lot. The 

visualisation stage used more declarative sentences and fewer directives than the 

induction, deepening and coming back stages, but some of the declaratives in these 

passages could be interpreted as directives as well.  

The most common form of directive in all of the recordings was imperative. The 

directives seemed to be closer to written language than spoken language directives, 

as besides imperatives, there were none of the directives, such as questions, that 

Ervin-Tripp (1976) describes in her model. However, the distribution of different 

kinds of directives also deviated from the language of written instructions as studied 

by Murcia-Bielsa (1999): in the recordings I studied, modal verbs were almost non-

existent, even though in Murcia-Bielsa’s study they covered for 15% of the 

directives. Also, even though 5% of the directives in her study were appeals to the 

reader, I could not find a single example of such directives in my data. Instead, I 

found many other types of directives, that in her study made up less than 1% of all 

the directives. Below I will introduce some examples of different types of directives 

used in the recordings. 

Imperatives were plentiful in most of the recordings. Below are two passages from 

the recordings with imperatives in italics: 

 So begin by finding a comfortable place to relax and make sure you’re 

 warm. Placing yourself into a nice comfortable position either sitting or 

 lying down on a bed, couch or the floor and when you’re ready, close 

 your eyes. Begin by taking a nice slow deep breath, deep into the belly, 

 hold the breath for a brief moment, and, release the breath. (M3) 
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 As you begin this personal hypnotic session with me, sit in a soft chair 

 with a high back to support your head. Remove all distractions. Take 

 everything of your lap and uncross your arms and legs. Sit back and 

 relax but listen carefully. Gaze right into the center of the spiral and 

 don’t look away. Do not strain in any way, just breathe deeply,  

 regularly and silently. Let my mind do all the work. Relax your body 

 completely. Totally and completely accept every suggestion I give you. 

 Do not resist anything. (H4) 

Even though the use of imperative could be considered very straightforward and 

even rude in many situations, in this context it seems to be a natural choice for two 

reasons. First of all, the speaker can be considered having power over the listener, as 

they are an “expert” of sorts that the listener turns to for a solution to some issue 

(wanting to relax, for example). On the other hand, the directives are hearer-

interested, as following the instructions given by the speaker will help the listener 

achieve whatever it is they wish to achieve by listening to the recording (e.g. a state 

of relaxation). 

In some cases the directive was expressed in a way that emphasised what the speaker 

wanted the listener to do: 

 Now I want you to imagine a cushion of energy… (M2) 

 I would like you to visualise in your mind’s eye… (H1) 

On some occasions, the directives seemed to be more optional, saying that the 

listener can do something. Even though using can implies a choice, it was clear from 

the context that it was meant as an instruction and the speaker expected the listener 

to follow through: 

 …and you can notice any sensations across your tongue… (M1) 

 …we can start to bring awareness gently to the natural sensation of the 

 breath… (M5) 
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 Every single time I snap my fingers and say sleep, you can just relax 

 deeper and feel better… (H2) 

On a few occasions, future expressions were used as directives: 

 now we’re gonna focus on our feet… (M6) 

 any day to day noises such as passing vehicles or telephones ringing 

 you will simply ignore, whereas any alarm bounds or sound of danger 

 will instantly awaken you… (H1) 

 on the number five you’ll begin to wake up… (H1) 

Sometimes it was hard to judge whether a statement was a directive or not. For 

example in hypnosis recording H1 the suggestion stage consisted mostly of 

declarative sentences, such as “these positive influences will remain strong” and 

“you are a calm and relaxed person”. Formally these sentences don’t look anything 

like instructions: if taken out of context, they are formally descriptive claims, they 

are simply describing what is. However, here the context becomes important: in 

saying “you are a calm and relaxed person”, how can the speaker know what the 

listener is like and whether they are a calm person or not? Obviously they cannot 

know, so the sentence can not be taken simply as descriptive.  

We also have to consider the purpose of the hypnosis, which usually is to cause some 

kind of a change in the mental patterning of the listener. According to Delin (2000, 

63), “Utterances that presuppose or require action can be termed directives”. 

Applying this principle for example to the sentence “you are a calm and relaxed 

person”, we can see that if this description is not true, it requires some kind of 

change, ie. action on the part of the listener to make it a true description. In other 

words, it can be interpreted as a directive. 

Another untypical way to use directive was using the -ing form, as in the examples 

below. On the surface level it seems to be a descriptive of what’s happening, but 

considering the context, it can actually be interpreted as a directive: 
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 and just notice directly where your attention wanders to, without  

 judgement…as you allow the focusing part of your mind to continue to 

 witness and observe…becoming mindful of your own thoughts…and 

 then gently guiding your attention back to the breath…always  

 returning your attention to the breath…feeling those sensations as the 

 air moves through your nose… (M1) 

 …keeping your attention focused on the breathing… (M5) 

 that’s right, so very relaxed…continuing with every moment that passes 

 to feel yourself sinking deeper, and deeper and deeper (H3) 

Some of the directives were very indirect, for example: “I wonder now if you can 

imagine a tree in autumn…” (M4) And sometimes the directives lacked the verb 

completely: “Once again, nice deep breath in…” (M3). 

In the following excerpt, taken from hypnosis recording H2, we can see many 

directives that don’t fit into any of the major categories listed by Murcia-Bielsa 

(1999). Many of them do not seem like instructions on surface level, but can be 

interpreted as such because of the context. In fact, only the first sentence includes an 

imperative form, the rest of the instructions are given in different ways. In (1) the 

speaker asks the listener to sit down or lie down and to be ready to let go. In (2) they 

give instructions to breathe and in (3) they ask the listener to let the speaker’s voice 

guide them to a trance. (4) is more like a suggestion, telling the listener that going 

into trance is easy and in (5) the listener is asked to let go and relax, while (6) 

instructs the listener that they don’t need to hold on to stress anymore. In (7) there 

are instructions on breathing again. In (8) the speaker asks the listener not to focus on 

stressful things and in (9) the listener is asked to focus on what relaxes them. (10) 

gives more instructions on breathing again and (11) tells the listener again to let 

himself drift in relaxation. 

 Before listening to this recording, (1)please make sure that you are  

 either sitting down or lying down in a comfortable position and that 

 you are completely ready to let go and just drift (2) just breathing in 
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 slowly and deeply (3) letting my voice guide you to a deep relaxing 

 trance (4) knowing that slipping into trance is easy and effortless (5) 

 when you allow yourself to just let go and listen to my voice my words 

 guiding you to a relaxing place deep in your mind, a place where it’s so 

 easy to let every last bit of stress and tension leave your mind and body 

 (6) knowing that you don’t need to hold on to these things any longer 

 (7) all you need to do is to breath in slowly and deeply through your 

 nose and out through your mouth…sometimes there are things that can 

 stress you out sometimes there are things that can make you angry, (8) 

 but right now is not the time to focus on those things, (9) right now is 

 the time to focus on what relaxes you, (10) breathing in nice and slowly 

 (inhale) and breathing out (exhale), easily and effortlessly (11) letting 

 your mind and body drift in this relaxation… (M2) 

4.3. Features of persuasive language 

In this section I will look at one feature of persuasive language: the features that can 

be used to circumvent conscious resistance when giving suggestions. These features 

include use of implied causality, use of presupposition and indirect suggestions. 

4.3.1. Use of causality 

As expected, the hypnosis recordings took advantage of using implied causality to 

embed suggestions. However, this was rare for the meditation recordings. Below you 

can find some examples of use of causality in hypnosis recordings. All of the 

examples feature two parts: one that is describing some dimension of the listener’s 

experience or existing reality (1) and the other that makes a suggestion (2). For 

example, in the first example the speaker describes what the listener has been asked 

to imagine, and consequently, is probably imagining (“with each step you walk 

down”), and then gives a suggestion (“you will feel even more relaxed”). The use of 

“with” implies that the suggestion follows automatically the reality of the first part of 

the sentence. 
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 (1) with each step you walk down, (2) you will feel even more  

 relaxed (H1) 

 (1) you’ve now become so deeply  relaxed, so deeply asleep, that your 

 mind has become so sensitive so inceptive to what I say (2) that  

 everything that I do say will sink deeply into your subconscious  

 mind (H1) 

 (1) and as the days and weeks go by, (2) these positive influences will 

 continue to grow stronger (H1) 

 (1) every single time I snap my fingers and say sleep (2) you feel as if a 

 wave of warm water is washing against your mind and body washing 

 away any and all stress and tension (H2) 

 (1) as you exhale, (2) you’re at deep relaxation (H3) 

Sometimes the suggestions have more than two parts. In the following example, the 

first part (1) describes the the experience of the listener, the second part (2) is already 

a suggestion, the third part (3) is again describing the experience, although in a 

suggestive way, and the fourth part (4) is again a suggestion. The sixth part (6) is 

again an suggestion with the fifth part (5) in between making a causal connection to 

the fourth part. 

 (1) and as you focus on my voice (2) and feel that deep relaxation, (3) 

 as you’re pulled and drawn by my voice, and my voice alone, (4) you 

 realise you enjoy the deep state of relaxation, (5) and since you enjoy 

 that deep deep state of relaxation, (6) you’re allowing yourself to sink 

 even deeper and deeper, and deeper (H3) 

In the meditation recordings I could find only a couple of clear examples of use of 

implied causality. However, with the exception of some examples from recordings 

M3 and M6 they seemed to be much lesser in degree, using modal verbs such as 

“may” and “can” instead of using modal verb “will” or just present tense. Most of 
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these suggestions were found in the visualisation recording (M3), but a couple of 

examples could be found in other recordings as well: 

 (1) And you may find that as you meditate and your body relaxes, (2) 

 your spine may slightly lengthen and release slowly as any tension  

 between vertebrates recedes (M1) 

 (1) as you find your body settles…(2) so too can you allow your  

 thinking mind to settle (M1) 

 (1) As your imagination is guided through various sensory suggestions, 

 (2) your body and mind will respond as though what you are imagining 

 is real. (M3) 

 (1) as you continue to walk, (2) you feel relaxed and your mind  

 clears (M3) 

 (1) and the deeper you venture into the forest, (2) the deeper into  

 relaxation you fall, (2) and you’re filled with a deep sense of peace and 

 tranquillity (M3)  

 (1) you might be walking in grass, (2) and you can feel the cool, soft 

 crisp grass underneath your feet, (1) or if you’re on the beach (2) you 

 feel the sand the warm sand as you glide across the beach (M6) 

While the suggestions in the meditations seemed to be less powerful linguistically, 

they were also more often connected with imaginary things and things of temporary 

nature rather than actually trying to suggest permanent changes to the listener (e.g. 

“as you walk along the path, you can feel a gentle cool breeze caressing your cheeks” 

(M3) vs “your mind has become so sensitive so inceptive to what I say that 

everything that I do say will sink deeply into your subconscious mind” (H1)). Thus it 

seems that the purpose for using these kinds of statements is different in meditation 

and hypnosis recordings. 
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4.3.2. Use of presupposition 

Another way to circumvent conscious resistance while giving suggestions is the use 

of presuppositions. However, even though there were many occasions where 

presupposition was used to some extent, I could only find one example where it was 

used to make a suggestion: 

 on the number 10 you’ll feel wide awake and all the positive feelings 

 will remain elevated (H1) 

Here the presupposed element is positive feelings, as for the positive feelings to 

remain elevated there has to exist positive feelings in the first place.  

Even though presupposition in hypnosis is often used by giving two or more options 

to the listener, I could find no examples of this style of using presupposition in my 

data. It is somewhat surprising that presuppositions are not used more in the 

recordings, but on the other hand, it is possible that this is because the language used 

in the recordings differs in many ways from the language that is used in live 

therapeutic setting, where the hypnotist usually discusses with the subject of the 

hypnosis instead of simply having a monologue like in the recordings.  5

4.3.3. Indirect suggestions 

Indirect suggestions were also almost completely missing from my data. As I 

suggested in the previous section, I suspect that this could be because of the different 

nature of recorded hypnosis compared to a live hypnotic session. For example, 

embedded commands require the speaker to use the name of the listener, and this for 

obvious reasons is impossible in recordings that are shared with many. 

The structures that can be used to make indirect suggestions include questions 

embedded in an assertions about the speaker, yes/no questions and embedded 

commands. No yes/no questions or embedded commands could be found in the 

 For examples about the language used in live hypnotic induction, see for example Bandler and 5

Grinder, 1975.
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material. However, one of the recordings (meditation M4, which had many features 

from hypnosis) featured questions embedded in an assertion about the speaker: 

 I wonder now if you can imagine a tree, outside in autumn…[…] And I 

 wonder now, if you can allow yourself to access that deep*** inner part 

 of you (M4) 
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5. Discussion 

My research questions were the following: 

1. What kind of characteristics are typical of the genre of guided meditations and the 

genre of hypnosis? 

 1a. How are guided meditations and hypnosis generically structured? 

 1b. How do guided meditations and hypnosis use language of  

 instructions? 

 1c. How do guided meditations and hypnosis use persuasive language? 

2. In what way do genre of guided meditations and genre of hypnosis relate to each 

other? 

In this chapter I will discuss the results of this study and how well the analysis 

answered these questions. I will first discuss the results of my analysis from the point 

of view of my research questions in 5.1., after which I will take a look at limitations 

of the study and give suggestions for further research in chapter 5.2. 

5.1. Genre features of meditation and hypnosis recordings 

I based my study of the genres of meditation and hypnosis recordings mostly on their 

generic structure, taking into account some linguistic features as well, along with 

features of persuasive language. 

As to generic structure, meditation and hypnosis recordings shared many similarities. 

The key element that they both shared was the induction stage, which was a 

compulsory stage in both types of recordings. Most recordings also had an 

introduction stage and a coming back stage. The biggest differences seemed to be in 

the visualisation stage, which was different in the two types of recordings, and 

overall seemed to be more typical of meditation, and in deepening and suggestion 

stages, which seemed to appear mainly in the hypnosis recordings. However, one of 

the meditation recordings (M4) also had a suggestion stage, and another (M3) 
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seemed to have hypnotic suggestions in it, so it is not a clear cut analysis. The key 

difference in considering the generic structure of the two types of recordings seems 

to be the deepening stage, which was present in all of the hypnosis recordings, but 

did not appear as such in the meditation recordings (although the case of recording 

M3 could be argued, see chapter 4.1.1.). The final remarks stage appeared only in 

two of the recordings, one meditation and one hypnosis, so it seems to be both 

optional and possible for both types of recordings. 

The purpose of the introduction seems to be to orient the listener to whatever is 

coming up. It was missing from one of the recordings, but this could be because the 

information usually present in the introduction can be found in the title of the video 

and the video description - hence, at least in this context, it is not necessarily needed, 

because the listener knows what they are about to listen to. This could also explain 

why in some of the recordings the speaker introduces themselves and in others not - 

often the information about the speaker is readily available in the accompanying 

information of the recording. 

The purpose of the induction stage seems to be to guide the listener towards a state of 

relaxation. In this sense, the deepening stage could be considered a part of the 

induction stage, yet it seems to have its own characteristics such as the use of 

numbers. It also makes sense to make the distinction because of the different 

objectives of hypnosis and meditation: the purpose of meditation is often to 

decrease stress (Erricker, 2001) whereas hypnosis targets to alter thoughts or 

behaviour (APA). Hence it makes sense that a hypnosis would include a stage aiming 

to get the listener to a different state of awareness than that of meditation. 

The purpose of the visualisation stage is a bit more unclear. It seemed to serve the 

purpose of relaxing the listener, providing them with nature related imagery that 

could be considered relaxing, using language that included words such as peace, 

peaceful and tranquility. Perhaps the biggest difference compared to the induction 

stage, which is trying to guide the listener towards a state of relaxation, is that in the 

visualisation stage the listener is guided to enjoy the state of relaxation they are in, 
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and perhaps to go deeper into it (which makes it reminiscent of the deepening stage 

in the hypnosis recordings).  

In two of the meditation recordings, M4 and M6, the visualisation stage included an 

element I called a healing image that seemed to go beyond the immediate purpose of 

relaxing the listener or letting them enjoy the relaxation. In recording M4 the listener 

was guided to give away their old negative thoughts, and in recording M6 the listener 

was guided to heal whatever pain they were carrying with them. This feature makes 

the visualisation stage in the meditation recordings quite close to the suggestion stage 

in hypnosis recordings, as the suggestions also usually aim to change something in 

the listener beyond the time reserved for the listening of the recording. 

The purpose of the coming back stage seemed to be to guide the listener back to a 

normal state of awareness, both in the meditation and hypnosis recordings. The only 

exception was meditation recording M1, which was a mindfulness meditation. This 

can be explained by the purpose of mindfulness meditation: the aim of mindfulness 

is to become aware or mindful also in daily life, not just during the meditation. Thus 

the state of awareness achieved during meditation is not something that needs 

returning from. The same phenomenon could actually be seen in the other 

mindfulness type meditation recording (M5) as well: even though it had a coming 

back stage, unlike in the other coming back stages, there were no instructions to 

return from somewhere, the only instruction was to open the eyes. 

The use of pronouns was very similar in both hypnosis and meditation recordings. 

The pronoun you and its derivatives your and yourself were used in both types of 

recordings, with other personal pronouns in the minority. On top of this, similar 

words were used in conjunction with your, namely words related to the body, 

awareness and emotions. The pronoun I and the possessive pronoun my were used in 

both types of recordings in similar situations and with similar words in conjunction 

with it (e.g. voice, words). These similarities point to some key aspects of both 

genres: you, the listener, and especially their body, awareness and emotions are the 

focus of the recordings, with I, the speaker, being the one the listener is asked to 

listen to and depend on for instructions. 
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As to directives, they were used mostly in a very similar way in both meditation and 

hypnosis recordings. The imperative was the most used form for giving instructions, 

with some other forms appearing in both types of recordings. Some of the other 

typical forms of directives that have been found in earlier research, such as appeals 

to the reader and most forms of directives used in spoken language, were equally 

missing in both types of recordings. The only difference between the meditation and 

hypnosis recordings based on this analysis seemed to be the hypnotic suggestions: 

these were utterances in the form of declarative sentences that nevertheless seemed 

to have a directive intent. These were much more plentiful in the hypnosis recordings 

and almost completely missing in the meditation recordings. 

Even though I only analysed a small example of the use of persuasive language in 

the recordings, this seemed to be one of the key differences between the two types of 

recordings. The use of implied causality, which was the only feature that appeared in 

abundance, was used mostly in the hypnosis recordings, and where it was used in the 

meditation recordings, it seemed to be lesser in degree. Hypnosis recordings thus 

seem to be much more persuasive, which is not very surprising: the meditation 

recordings are more focused on guiding the listener to a state of relaxation whereas 

the hypnosis recordings seem to strive to create lasting changes in the listener. 

Overall, based on the material, the meditation and hypnosis recordings have many 

similarities in terms of their generic structure and their use of pronouns and 

directives. However, there are differences as well, especially in terms of structure 

and the use of persuasive language, and I would argue that this justifies classifying 

them as two separate genres that are nevertheless related: perhaps they could be 

considered subcategories of another genre, such as therapeutic texts or relaxation 

scripts or texts used to induce an alternative state of consciousness. Another way to 

put it would be perhaps to situate both types of recordings on a continuum, with 

some recordings belonging strictly to the meditation genre, some to hypnosis, and 

some falling in the middle ground, having features of both genres. For example, 

recording M4 included many of the features of hypnosis recordings such as a 

suggestion stage and use of persuasive language, but it still seemed to be a 
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meditation recording because it did not have a deepening stage and because it had a 

visualisation stage similar to those of meditation recordings. 

5.2. Limitations of the study and suggestions for further research 

The amount of material analysed for this study is rather small, and as such cannot be 

taken as fully representative and definitive of hypnosis and meditation genres. 

Furthermore, the recordings used for this study were limited to guided meditations 

and hypnosis for stress: there are meditation and hypnosis recordings available for 

almost anything you can imagine. It is possible that some of these types of 

meditation or hypnosis differ from the material I used. Further studies are needed, 

but this study can offer some direction for a more detailed and wider analysis. 

It is also possible that the time limit of 30 minutes has some effect on the language 

features and structure of the texts that I studied. I listened to some of the longer 

recordings for reference, and the main difference seemed to be the length of the 

stages and the length of pauses in speech - the longer recordings gave the listener 

more time to just listen to the music or silence, depending on the recording. Overall 

the language seemed to be similar to that of the shorter recordings, however, I did not 

conduct a detailed analysis of these recordings. 

Even though all the recordings I used in the analysis seemed to represent their 

respective genres based on my judgement, Youtube is not necessarily the most 

reliable source for material. Anyone can upload any material and call it whatever 

they wish, so theoretically there could be something completely different under the 

label of meditation or hypnosis. 

While analysing the material, there were some things that I noticed that could not be 

classified in any of the categories that were of my main interest. These things could 

possibly be used as a springboard for further studies. The most interesting things I 

found were the use of repetition (which was plentiful in the hypnosis recordings but 

almost completely missing from the meditation recordings), the placing of pauses 

(especially the hypnosis recordings placed pauses in unexpected places within the 

utterances) and the use of metaphors. One interesting line of study, although not 
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necessarily for the linguistically inclined, would be to study the ethicality of these 

recordings, especially hypnosis. I found some of the suggestions in the hypnosis 

recordings to be of a rather questionable nature, the most blatant example being in 

the recording H4: some of the suggestions instructed the listener to listen to the 

recording often, then sneakily implied that it would be even better to contact the 

speaker directly for a phone session, and finally suggested that the listener will think 

of the speaker every night when going to sleep. 

For someone interested in genre studies, I feel that the generic structure of both 

meditation and hypnosis recordings could be studied still in more detail and with 

more material, as the time limits of this study did not afford a very detailed analysis. 

Within the meditation genre, one could also study the different types of meditation in 

detail. Even though there were examples from two different types of meditations 

used here, I believe more sub-types, such as concentrative meditation, exist. Finally, 

the relation between meditation and hypnosis recordings could also be studied 

further, if examples falling in between the two genres can be found. 
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6. Conclusion 

The purpose of this thesis was to research the language of guided meditations and the 

language of hypnosis. A lot of research has been done around the subject of 

meditation, but no studies have analysed the language of guided meditations before. I 

decided to study the language of meditation together with the language of hypnosis, 

as these two share a somewhat similar purpose of affecting the listener’s state of 

awareness. 

I decided to approach the language of meditation and hypnosis through the 

framework of genre analysis, as this afforded me a lot of freedom in analysing the 

language, but also offered me some tools to use in the analysis. Originally I planned 

to use the language of persuasion as my framework, as language of hypnosis is 

considered to be an instance of it, but this didn’t seem to fit very well to the analysis 

of the language of guided meditations, so I changed the approach. However, I still 

included some features of the language of persuasion in the analysis. 

Altogether I analysed six meditation recordings and four hypnosis recordings with 

varying lengths from around 5 to 25 minutes. I analysed the generic structure, the use 

of pronouns and directives and the use of some features of persuasive language in the 

recordings. 

In analysing the results I found that guided meditations and hypnosis seem to be 

different genres, although they share so many similarities that they could be 

considered closely related.  

The analysis of the generic structures of the recordings revealed a different generic 

structure potential for hypnosis recordings, guided meditations and guided 

mindfulness meditations. The key difference in hypnosis recordings compared to 

meditations was the deepening stage. The difference between mindfulness 

meditations and other types of meditations was the visualisation stage, that did not 

exist in mindfulness meditations. The common denominator for all the recordings 

was the induction stage that could be found in all of the recordings. 
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Both types of recordings used pronouns in a similar way, and the use of directives 

was very similar in both as well: the only clear difference was in the use of hypnotic 

suggestions that could be found mostly in the hypnosis recordings. As to persuasive 

language, some features could be found in the hypnosis recordings, but they were 

mostly missing in the meditation recordings, so this seems to be a difference between 

the two. 

Some features that could be studied in the future included for example the use of 

repetition and use of pauses especially in the hypnosis recordings. As to generic 

structure, an analysis could be carried out with more material and with attention to 

even more detail. 
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Appendix 

Appendix 1  - Mindfulness Meditation in 20 Minutes (Guided Technique / 

Anxiety / Depression / Stress Relief) 

Welcome to this guided mindfulness meditation, which you can listen to daily, or just 

as often as you wish, for shorter periods at first, or for longer times as you seek to 

improve. There are many benefits to mindfulness meditation, which you may find for 

yourself as you continue to practice, and many of these benefits, have been studied 

and scientifically proven, to help reduce symptoms of anxiety, depression and stress. 

Mindfulness can be summarised as a state of focused attention, in which we gently 

train our minds, to bring acceptance, and a non-judgemental awareness, to our 

moment to moment thoughts, feelings and sensations…So you can find a 

comfortable position for yourself, and if you are in a chair, then sit upright. And 

allow your spine to align, as much as is comfortable for you…Or you can sit on the 

floor if you wish…or you can lie down with your head supported, if you need, any 

extra back support. That is also fine…And you may find that as you meditate, and 

your body relaxes, your spine may slightly lengthen, and release slowly, as any 

tension between vertebrates receides…So once you are ready, allow your eyes to 

close gently… beginning to bring your attention to your breath….becoming aware, 

of your own breathing…and just noticing the inbreathe…and noticing the out 

breath…and noticing that the inbreath, is as long, as the outbreath… and noticing 

any activity of your own thoughts…as you allow yourself to begin to observe, those 

thoughts…without any particular judgement, or opinion…as you find your body 

settles…so too can you allow your thinking mind, to settle…and know that there is 

no rush, or a time table here…there is only the present moment…and continue to 

bring your gently, guided awareness, always back, to your breath… and notice any 

changes, to your own rhythms, of breathing…which we call the tidal flow of 

breath…and if there is tightness, or any sensation of tension within you, then just 

notice that tightness or tension, and note, where it may be, within your body…and 

offer your best acceptance to those sensations, as you observe them…and gently 

return your awareness, to the breath…watching, and observing…and if your mind 
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begins to wander, just notice your thoughts moving elsewhere, perhaps to any 

attitudes of liking, or disliking…or towards opinions of wanting, or not wanting…

and just notice directly where your attention wanders to, without judgement…as you 

allow the focusing part of your mind, to continue to witness, and observe… 

becoming mindful of your own thoughts… and then gently guiding your attention 

back to the breath…always returning your attention to the breath…feeling those 

sensations as the air moves through your nose…and down your throat…and notice 

any different sensations in your stomach as you breathe in and as you release and 

breathe out…always letting the breath breathe for itself…as you can let go of any 

need to control your own breathing…and allow yourself to accept your own breath…

observing yourself as the breath comes and goes…and as your breath continues all 

by itself…and notice those small sensations across your nostrils as that flow of air 

continues to move…feeling the passing of air down through the back of your 

throat…and in to your lungs…in each individual moment…and you can notice any 

sensations across your tongue or if you are holding any tension there…as often our 

tongues can be linked to our thoughts…and any thoughts we are having can be 

physically linked to those muscles…as if we are about ready to speak those 

thoughts…and just allow your awareness to gently release and relax that tongue…

and you may find that your thoughts can calm down in unison…as your awareness 

allows that physical tension to recede…and you return your attention to the breath…

simply being here and now…in each existing moment…and you can just notice any 

other sensations of tightness or tension that may be felt across the forehead or tension 

felt across your cheeks or tension noticed in the jaw muscles and you can allow the 

body to let go of that tension with each out breath..always returning your awareness 

to your own flow of breathing…and if any other tension remains elsewhere in your 

physical body then just acknowledge those sensations…and if you can, allow 

yourself to give space to those sensations…and just offer acceptance within that 

space to whatever it is that your body is feeling…always returning awareness back to 

the breath…and you can let go of any holding or need or control…or for the 

conscious mind to direct the breath…or for you to direct this experience as you 

breath. just allow yourself to accept and acknowledge whatever thoughts or feelings 
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or sensations may be trying to rise up in your awareness… as you notice and observe 

each moment…witnessing where it is that your attention directly flows to…as you 

become aware of your own awareness…watching your own state of watching…and 

allowing yourself to accept any distractions that may occur as you gently return to 

the breath…breathing in…and breathing out…there is no need to push for a certain 

goal and there is no need to try for any particular result…there is just the acceptance 

of living in each moment…as you are returning your awareness to the breath…

feeling the flow of air across your nostrils as that air moves down through the 

throat…and in to your chest…and you allow that air to flow outwards again…and 

just noticing the smaller sensations and the temperatures of that air…noting if there 

are any changes as that air passes out through your nose…always returning your 

awareness to the breath…and notice that space of time that exist between each breath 

as you breath in…and out…and notice the spaciousness the exists before the breath 

exhales and before the next inhale…accepting each moment without judgement…

without evaluation…always returning your attention to your breathing…and you can 

notice the beginning and the middle and the end of each breath…and notice the 

coolness of the breath…or notice the warmth of the breath…allowing yourself to 

experience each moment…as you open yourself to pure awareness…simply being 

present in the present…and you can let go of holding onto the past..and letting go of 

any particular thoughts towards the future…just breathing into the present reality..so 

that you are always bringing your awareness to each part of your breath…being in 

the present…and continuing to witness and observe… 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=64ZU2UCQdmQ 
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Appendix 2 - GUIDED MEDITATION: Stress Relief - Deep Serenity - GUIDED 

MEDITATION 

This meditation will focus on bringing you serenity and stress relief…stress is not 

always a negative thing, we use it to take action and to achieve goals, but when stress 

becomes a part of your life, it can, become, exhausting…use this time to drift away 

from all your causes of stress…our videos are made with genuine care, and we 

would like you to imagine that we are with you, alleviating the burden…to begin, lie 

down on a bed, or a sofa…move your arms and legs a little way apart from your 

body…close your eyes…focus now on your breathing…breath in through your nose 

to the count of two, and exhale to the count of four until you begin to feel more 

relaxed…in a moment, I’m going to ask you, to tense up your muscles,..if you are 

unable to do this, don’t worry, just continue to breathe in for the count of two, and 

breathe out, for the count of four, while I talk through the tensing up exercise…now, 

if you are able to do so, try to tense up all the muscles in your body, from your feet to 

your neck, hold the tension as tight as is comfortable…in a few seconds I will say the 

word “relax”, when I do allow your whole body to suddenly go limp… hold the 

tension for a few more seconds…are you ready, and, relax…let your entire body go 

limp and loose, roll your arms and legs from side to side a few times, and then just 

let them be…take another deep breath imagining the air is filling your stomach…

allow your stomach to rise and fill with pure refreshing air…hold the air inside for 

moment, and then, release slowly in a long exhale…let’s do this one more time, 

taking another deep breath and imagining the air is filling your stomach, hold it for a 

few seconds, and exhale, slowly, in a long ,controlled breath…notice how much 

more relaxed you are now feeling, as you allow your mind and body the opportunity, 

to experience, this quality time-out…(music)…now I want you to imagine a cushion 

of energy beginning to form under the length of your body, and your body rising on 

this support…feel a cloud under your body, wide, cushioning every limb, every 

muscle…a beautiful blue sky is above you, casting itself into infinity…feel the cloud 

rise, and as it does so, imagine you are floating away from it all…on this cloud you 

are completely free…you can turn on it as if it were a bed and look down on the 

world below…the land opens…a crumpled many coloured quilt of meadows, 
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farmland, the glinting ripple of rivers…little lames… as scatter of houses…the blue 

eyes of lakes, forests like great blooms following the dip and rise of hills and valleys, 

the breathing of the sea at the edges of the world…the air sweeps you along but you 

are perfectly warm, relaxed and secure…you can watch a flock of birds flying below 

in a great v-shape…the sun sinks into your skin…there is a great silence up here as 

you travel with the whisper of the wind, and in that silence, there is a vast sense of 

peace…(music)…take as long as you like to explore the skies, to look down at the 

changing landscape below you…(several minutes of music)…when you are ready 

begin to drift down slowly…there is no hurry….feel your slow and steady breathing 

as the cloud carries you gently back to your home, to where your body lies in 

relaxation…feel again the weight of your body, let your mind remain still before you 

take a few slow deep breaths, and in your own time, when you are ready, open your 

eyes, knowing, that you are welcome to return to the cloud, and leave the world 

behind you, whenever you wish… 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0RkMANbLWNY 
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Appendix 3 - Guided Meditation and Visualization for Stress Relief: A Forest 

Walk 

Guided imagery is a powerful relaxation technique. In this excersice, you will be 

guided into a beautiful tranquil forest. As your imagination is guided through various 

sensory suggestions, your body and mind will respond as though what you are 

imagining is real. So if you are feeling tensed or stressed, this will help shift your 

mood to a one of peace, and relaxation. So begin by finding a comfortable place to 

relax, and make sure you’re warm. Placing yourself into a nice comfortable position, 

either sitting or lying down on a bed, couch, or the floor, and when you’re ready, 

close your eyes…begin by taking a nice slow deep breath, deep into the belly, hold 

the breath for a brief moment…and, release the breath…once again, nice deep breath 

in…hold…and now release…as you release the breath, let go of any tension, 

surrendering the weight of your body, onto the surface that you’re lying on…one last 

time, deep breath in….hold…and now exhale…feel yourself beginning to relax, and 

let go…now imagine you’re walking along a path in a beautiful secluded forest, on a 

bright, sunny, autumn morning, the path is soft underneath your shoes, you can hear 

each of your footsteps, against the forest floor, where there are fallen leaves, pine 

needles, twigs, and moss…as you walk along the path, you can feel a gentle cool 

breeze caressing your cheeks…you hear the birds singing, and the leaves of the trees, 

as they rustle in the wind…as you continue to walk, you feel relaxed, and your mind 

clears…more and more, with each step you take…the fresh air is revitalising, as you 

take a nice deep breath in, and as you continue to walk through the forest…you 

notice the tall trees around you, the red and golden leaves look magnificent, and you 

stop for a moment, to take in this beautiful scenery around you…you notice a red 

leaf, falling from a tree, as it dances and twirls in the air, before slowly fluttering 

down, to rest along with the others…in the distance, you hear the babbling of a 

stream…as you look ahead, you notice the sun dappling through the trees, and you 

see the sun reflection upon the gurgling stream, that runs along the edge of the 

forest…you continue to thread carefully into the forest, over the crackling red and 

golden leaves, and the broken twigs and pinecones, that are scattered across the 

ground…it is very peaceful here, and the deeper you venture into the forest, the 
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deeper into relaxation you fall, and you’re filled with a deep sense of peace and 

tranquillity…you pause a while, and rest against an old oak tree, and you feel the 

rough bark of the tree against your fingers…you look down, and you notice a patch 

of soft green moss, that covers a smooth large rock, and its lushness invites you to sit 

down for a while…the tree welcomes you to lean against its bark, so that you feel 

comfortable…while sitting quietly beneath this oak tree, you enjoy the peace and 

stillness, you feel nourished by the warmth of the sun on your body, and you feel a 

deep connection, to all that is around you…you feel the warmth of the sun, soothing 

and relaxing your head, your back, your shoulders, arms and legs…your whole body 

is peaceful and relaxed…take a few moments and enjoy this deep sense of peace and 

relaxation…(music)…now bring your awareness back to where you’re sitting, 

beneath the old tree, and see yourself slowly standing up…you brush off any leaves 

or moss that may be on your clothes…you take a final look at the beautiful scenery 

around you…and when you’re ready, follow the trail back as you proceed to leave 

the forest…now bring your awareness back to the room, become aware of the surface 

beneath you, notice the sounds in the room, feel yourself awaken, and when you’re 

ready, open your eyes, feeling refreshed, alert, relaxed…(music) 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lgSbF_xH9LU 
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Appendix 4 - Guided Meditation: Anxiety, Depression, Worrying, Overthinking, 

Stress 

I’m Kenneth Swallis, and you are listening to power thoughts, meditation club. 

Thank you, for being here. I wonder now if you can imagine a tree, outside in 

autumn…imagine the leaves changing colour, from green, yellow, red, brown…and 

as time goes by, more and more leaves just releases from the tree, letting go, 

naturally, and when winter comes the tree stands there without the leaves…some 

people’ll look at that tree and think, that there’s no life there. I wonder if they’ve 

thought of, all the life inside that tree, all the processes, going on inside that tree…

Because when the spring comes, the new, fresh, green leaves, grow out again. If it 

hadn’t been, for the autumn being there, there would have been no room, for the new, 

green, fresh leaves. And it’s good to know, that your subconscious mind, works the 

same way, naturally and safely, it releases, the old… And I wonder now, if you can 

allow yourself to access that deep*** inner part of you that is calm, serene and 

focused, in your imagination everything is possible, and the way you imagine, your 

mental pictures, way you hear sounds and feel emotions and body sensations, 

through this process now, that is the right way, for you, to do this. So imagine now, 

that directly in front of you is a piece of pure quartz crystal, and just let your mind 

focus on that image, see its shape, texture and beauty, and as you do so there is a 

warm gentle light the begins to glow within the crystal that grows brighter and more 

luminous as you focus on its energy. Gradually, you become aware of the crystal 

beginning to grow. Imagine now growing larger and larger, brighter and brighter, 

until the crystal is the size of a small house…Its light pours out from each facet of 

the crystal, and bathes you with warmth and gentleness, making you feel so relaxed, 

so peaceful, and so calm…you begin to explore the crystal in more detail, and find 

now that there is a door the leads into the crystal. The door is slightly open, allowing 

a brighter, golden light to flow out from the opening. Gently open the door so that 

you can walk into the crystal. You have stepped into the crystal room ,which is there 

just for you. This is your own special place. The room can be in any shape or size 

you wish it to be. Just allow your imagination, to create the room as you want it to 

be. Bring in the colours that you love and feel peaceful with, make it as comfortable 
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as you want it to be, it is your room. Imagine that you look around the room and 

realise that you haven’t been in this place in a very long time. A film of dust and 

debris has dulled the brightness of the crystal room, so the light can not shine as 

brightly as it should. In one corner of the room is a broom, imagine now taking hold 

of the broom, and start sweeping up all dust and debris, sweep it all out of the door, 

and as the dust is swept outside imagine it being transformed into bright glittering 

stardust and the debris’s being absorbed into the golden light, where it is transformed 

into positive, vibrant energy. Imagine the dust and the debris being the negative 

thoughts that you now choose to let go of. You can be at peace now. As more and 

more of the dust and debris is swept away ,out of that door, the light within the 

crystal room glows brighter and brighter so that you are surrounded now by a warm 

golden glow, making you feel safe, calm and relaxed. Continue sweeping your room, 

till every wall, every facet, every part of the floor is sparkly and clean. Clear as 

purest spring water…And while you are sweeping all you old negative thoughts, 

you’re being absorbed into the golden light…where it is transformed into positive, 

vibrant energy. It is safe now to release these old thoughts or worries into the light. 

And now repeat silently, after me. I choose to safely release these old unresourceful 

thoughts and worries with compassion and forgiveness. Knowing, that whatever 

solution is necessary, will manifest, when the time is right. Repeat this to yourself, so 

that you feel it, with your whole being…feel the release…let that go…you can 

silently repeat after me now…I am safe, I choose to think positive thoughts, I choose 

to be free, I allow myself to feel good…I choose to focus on the positive side of 

life…No matter how thick or thin you slice a bread, you always have two sides…I 

allow myself to heal from the inside out…I choose to think thoughts that supports 

my life…I allow myself to smile.. no matter where I am, who I am with, or what I 

do, I choose to feel optimistic and focused…I choose to let go of the old, to make 

room for the new…I am a part of nature…deep inside I am aware my thoughts create 

my reality, therefore I choose my thoughts, wisely, from now on…I allow myself to 

feel light and free, I, am, worthy…imagine now that you have completed to remove 

the debris and dust out of the room, transformed into that light, glittering stardust…

imagine inside your room now there is a sofa or a bed…walk towards the sofa or the 
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bed, and lie down to rest in comfort now…as you do so, the golden light within the 

crystal room surrounds you, bringing you peace, calm and healing…just rest for a 

while now in this nurturing light, absorbing whatever your body needs for its healing 

at this time…and your subconscious mind will integrate all this positive words I’ve 

told you in a safe and natural way…(music)…perhaps there is someone you know to 

who you wish to send losing and healing thoughts to, or some situation that you feel 

might benefit from healing light…take a few moments now to send out healing 

thoughts to anyone or anything that comes into your awareness now, just allow this 

to happen…if it’s ok, send your unconditional love and healing from your heart 

now…(music)…now that you have rested, healed, imagine getting up from the sofa 

or bed, and move slowly towards the door of the room, taking your time to look 

around this lovely, bright place…knowing that you can return here at any time…

reflect on how beautiful and luminous the light is in this room, and store that 

knowledge in your heart, knowing that this beautiful luminous light reflects your 

own inner light, that beautiful, unique part of you…walk back through the door and 

imagine that the crystal begins to shrink in size, shrinking more and more till it’s just 

a tiny pin of light in your minds eye…you can access this place whenever you want 

to, you can think about that quartz crystal, that light, the brightness, and whenever 

you need to heal, whenever you need to feel good, whenever you need to feel free, 

come into your room and heal…and every time you listen to my voice, every time 

you listen to these words, your unconscious mind will integrate this deeper and 

deeper within you, and at night when you sleep, in your dreams, these positive words 

will be compounded, begin to be stronger and stronger and you’ll feel better and 

better, and you’re doing good. Thank you, for being here. I’m gonna do a count now 

from 1 to 5, if you choose to open your eyes, you can do that safely, if you choose to 

just relax further and just go to sleep, it’s ok as well, 1, 2, just begin to come more 

and more consciously aware of, here and now, 3, 4, just feel more and more aware of 

your breathing, and more and more back to here and now, take a good deep breath in, 

breathe it out, s-mile, and open your eyes, 5 (silence) 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oiiy78mhxn0 
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Appendix 5 - 5 MINUTE GUIDED MEDITATION - Reduce Anxiety & Stress 

Quickly 

(music) 5 minute meditation to reduce stress.(music fades) Please begin your session 

by bringing your attention to your body, letting go of distractions in the mind…we 

make the determination that we’re going to reduce the stress in our mind, with 

training in meditation…we’re going to do this to benefit not only ourselves but all 

the people we know and all the people throughout the world…the first meditation 

we’re going to do in this series is the classical breathing meditation…so with the 

intention we just set we can start to bring awareness gently to the natural sensation of 

the breath as it enters and leaves our body…try to focus on this sensation single 

pointedly for a few minutes…just think to yourself nah, in these few minutes I’m 

going to engage in concentration without distraction…if any distractions come into 

your mind, then simply bring your concentration back to the sensation of the 

breath…(silence)…keeping your attention focused on the breathing…try to follow 

the breath as it enters and leaves the body…(silence)…and just spend a few more 

moments concentrating on the breathing, trying to, unwind the mind…and then 

before we open our eyes, we can make a determination to train in meditation 

regularly and we can dedicate the good experience we had in this meditation so other 

people can experience peace and freedom…and then gradually we can open our eyes 

(music) 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XU3vuO7M3a4 
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Appendix 6 - Guided Meditation – Ep. 11: Healing Pain, Anxiety, & Stress 

Okay everyone. This is Madeline Rinehart and this meditation was a gift from my 

friend Paul A. Nelson. It is a meditation to heal any pain that you have been carrying 

with you. This could be pain that you’ve been carrying with you for a very long time 

or it could be something new. It could be a deep pain, even emotional pain, or it 

could be just stress that you’ve been carrying with you lately, that you wanna heal. 

This pain has somehow become a part of you, and it’s time to release it. So what I 

want everyone to do right now, is just to take a deep breath in and then let it out 

(breathing out) deep breath in again…breathe out…and as you breathe out, feel the 

stress leave your body. And now we’re gonna focus on our feet, allow relaxation to 

flow all the way down to your feet…when you breathe in imagine breathing in light 

and let that light fall all the way down to your body and as you exhale imagine stress, 

any stress, leaving…now we’re gonna go to the lower legs, breathe in, and let your 

lower legs relax, as you breathe out any stress in the lower legs, imagine it leaving…

now I want you to focus on your upper legs breathe in feeling your legs sink heavier 

and heavier to the chair to the bed or whatever your sitting on, breathe out…now 

we’re gonna go to the hips area, breathe in, sending relaxation all the way down to 

your hips, and as you breathe out imagine any stress leaving your body…now we’re 

gonna go to the lower abdomen and the back.. breathe in, breath out, as you breath 

in, imagine the air flowing in through your back the center of your back, flowing 

down to the parts that we are relaxing… now we’re gonna focus on the chest and 

your heart. Breathe in, allow the stress in your chest and your heart to flow from your 

body (inhale) as you exhale (exhale) now we go to your hands and wrists, breath in, 

breath out, sending out any stress, go to your lower arms, breathing in, and breathing 

out…now to your upper arms, breathing in through your back breathing the light in 

through your back and out the stress (exhale), should be feeling your body sink lower 

and lower into the chair or the bed or whatever your sitting on…now allow your 

relaxation wave from your arms and your chest to go to your shoulders, allow the 

stress from your shoulders to flow from your body when you exhale … continue 

breathing, and continue allowing the relaxation to flow into your head your face your 

forehead your neck, allow the stress to flow from your body as you exhale…once 
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you get through breathing out, take a moment and enjoy the relaxation that you’re 

in…now I want you to envision yourself in a beautiful peaceful place in nature…and 

now this could be in a beach, it could be a park, it could be the mountain, or the 

woods…allow yourself to feel the earth with your bare feet, you might be walking in 

grass, and you can feel the cool, soft crisp grass underneath your feet, or if you’re on 

the beach you feel the sand the warm sand as you glide across the beach, and as you 

feel the earth below you, imagine that the sun is out and it’s warming your body…

feel the wind as it blows past you, allow the wind to whisper to you, allow this peace 

to fill you…now we’re going to let the pain, whatever pain, whatever hurt, whatever 

stress that you’ve been carrying with you, we’re going to allow it to join us…allow 

the pain to come to you knowing that the pain that you are working on is the most 

important to be next…I want you to feel where you’ve been carrying that pain, or 

you’ve been carrying a lot of your stress, scan your body and see the parts of you that 

are tense, or that are hurt, or if you sense pain the pain anywhere, if it’s an emotional 

pain sense where you’ve been carrying that in your body…now I want you to 

imagine that pain turning into an animal, and it could be a faithful dog companion, or 

a cat, or maybe a rabbit in the distance…whatever that pain form takes, whatever 

animal shape that comes to you, let that be the right one for you… now I want you to 

imagine it coming up to you slowly and kindly…and it’s a part of you…and as it 

approached you, I want you to notice that it’s been wounded, it has a physical 

wound, and it’s almost struggling to come up to you…now as the animal comes up to 

you and stops right before you, move to the side of your animal and start petting its 

fur, stroke it’s fur…really caress the animal…sense the calm, the feeling of peace 

that you are giving to this animal, and as you pet it you start to notice the wounds, 

any wounds that you see reach over with your finger and trace the wound, allow 

yourself to feel it, noticing if it’s deep or if its shallow, if it’s small or if it’s big, 

maybe it’s a scar, maybe it’s been old, maybe it’s fresh, really feel the wound…

breathe in…breathe out…and as you trace your finger over the wound or wounds, 

notice that they close as you touch them…notice that your hand is healing these 

wounds, and the wound closes and heals as if it was never cut, theres no scar, there’s 

no mark, everything is healed, it’s as if it was never there, it’s just gone…continue 
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caressing the animal, and anything that pops up as you scan its body, allow yourself 

to heal it…and as you do this, notice the reaction from the animal, notice the love it 

starts to give back to you… animals are so great, they’re easily becoming one with 

their inner being, they’re always in tune, they’re always full of love, they always 

respond to exactly what you give them, and any pain that you’ve been carrying, is 

now being healed, by the love inside you, by your touch…allow yourself to feel that 

warmth to feel that love…circulate from you to the animal and then back to you…

you’re healing the pain…imagine the animal now licks your face, as you hug the 

animal, this animal is expressing its joy its love its excitement at being reunited with 

you…and as the animal becomes back to, as the animal comes back to a place of 

complete healing, it now guards you, it’s now watching over you, and I want you to 

feel that comfort of being cared for…breathe in…and breathe out…now look at your 

peaceful place and sense how much joy and love, is all around you, sense the 

feelings that you have healed, give a love pulsing wishing you and any place scan 

your body, any place where you might feel tension still, breathe in to that area, and 

then breathe out, breathe in to the back and release… sense the comfort in your 

body… know that anytime that you come back to this place, any time you come back 

to this peaceful place that’s filled with this joy and love and the feeling that you have 

healed, know that your animal will be here for you, allowing you to see yourself 

through it…giving you the opportunity to heal yourself, and the pain and stress, and 

anything else that you feel you’ve been carrying with you, this could be something 

you’ve carried with you recently or something you’ve carried with you for a long 

time…the animal will be here waiting for you to heal it, to help you with whatever 

you need to do next…now allow yourself to come back into the room, feel your toes 

and your fingers, sense your body, and when you’re ready, open your eyes, and allow 

yourself to feel and carry that peaceful feeling with you for the rest of the day. Many 

blessings to you, take care (music) 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ePg4zf1TEgk 
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Appendix 7 - Stop Stress & Relax - Hypnosis CD - By Thomas Hall 

Hello and welcome to the world of hypnosis. You’re listening to the stop stress and 

relax hypnosis cd. Hypnosis works by relaxing both of mind and body to a safe and 

natural level allowing direct communication with the subconscious mind. The 

subconscious mind is the part with controls and regulates body temperatures stores 

memories and emotions, it’s the parts of the mind that asks no questions has no 

perceptions opinions or views and without the ability to distinguish between whats 

right, wrong, true or false hypnosis is able to restructure and redefine deep roots of 

the emotions within the subconscious mind which in turn can facilitate change on a 

conscious level. In a few moments time the hypnosis will begin but before that I 

would just like to remind you that this cd contains powerful hypnotic suggestions 

which may cause deep relaxation and sometimes sleep. So please be sure that 

wherever you listening to this cd you are in a safe and comfortable environment 

where you are able to fully relax and let go. 

Now I would like to start by finding a nice comfortable chair. Take a seat and relax. 

Close your eyes and take a deep breath. Slowly in through your nose… and slowly 

out through your mouth… and relax….any day to day noises such as passing 

vehicles or telephones ringing you will simply ignore whereas any alarm bounds or 

sound of danger will instantly awaken you. Now, take another long deep breath and 

relax. Really slow down your breathing now…breathe in…and out….in….and out…

let your whole body sink against the warm comfortable relaxing chair allow the chair 

to take the full weight of your body and as you do so let your mind fully relax and 

unwind let everything go every bit of stress, worry and strain…and relax….starting 

with your feet let any pressure in your feet melt away…and allow the muscles to 

completely untie and relax….notice how heavy they feel and how relaxed they have 

become…now moving on to your legs… let them fully relax and sink to the chair… 

pay attention to how week and tired they feel and how all the knots in the muscles 

slowly untie leaving them feel refreshed and comfortable..and now moving on to 

your back and arms…let the chair gently support them and as you do so notice how 

relaxed the muscles in your back feel..and notice how any stresses or worries simply 
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drift away…allow any stresses or worries to drift away…moving up to your 

shoulders…gently let go of any tension that may have built up in your 

shoulders….allow the muscles to loosen and untie…and realise by doing this that 

you allow yourself to fall deeper to a more peaceful and more relaxed place…a more 

peaceful and relaxed place…lastly moving up to your head…focus all your attention 

in the muscles in your head…your face, cheeks and jaw…let all these muscles drop 

down and relax…drop and relax…and relax…I would like you to visualise in your 

minds eye that you’re standing at the top of a staircase…the staircase has ten 

steps..you are standing at the top on the tenth step…in a few moments time I’m 

going to ask you to walk down these steps and with each step you walk down you 

will feel even more relaxed, even more calm and even more peaceful…so moving 

down to step nine, feeling more and more relaxed now, moving down to step eight 

and now down to step seven, notice how with every step you take you become even 

more relaxed, and notice step six feeling really relaxed now notice step five, step 

four, drifting deeper and deeper, step three feeling really relaxed and peaceful now 

and down to step two…step one…and finally down to the ground…notice how 

entirely calm and relaxed you feel…and straight ahead of you you will see a 

doorway through this doorway is a beautiful wall garden…I would like you to walk 

through this doorway and in to the garden…notice how beautiful it is and how 

peaceful and tranquil it feels…notice the flowers and the trees and all the different 

shapes and colours of the beautiful surroundings, look down at the grass, see how 

healthy and fresh it looks…lay down on the grass…become aware how soft and how 

comfortable it feels…feel the war air against your skin, from the top of your head to 

the tips of your toes…feel the warm air and the soft grass. feel the power of 

relaxation flowing throughout your whole body…you are now completely relaxed…

completely relaxed…enjoy this feeling of relaation for a few moments…and allow it 

to travel throughout your whole body…relax…you’ve now become so deeply  

relaxed, so deeply asleep, that your mind has become so sensitive so inceptive to 

what I say that everything that I do say will sink deeply into your subconscious 

mind…al the information that I give you will be permanently stored within your 

mind which will positively influence the way you think, feel and behave…the 
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information I give you will positively influence the way you think, feel and behave…

when your at home at work or wherever you are, these positive feelings will remain 

strong, producing the same positive influence over your thoughts, feelings and 

actions… thoughts feelings and actions…and as the days and weeks go by, these 

positive influences will continue to grow stronger, even more powerful, and have an 

overall more positive impact throughout your whole life…your levels of 

concentration and enthusiasm and motivation grow stronger and more defined, your 

levels of concentration, enthusiasm, and motivation will become more defined as 

time goes by…all your positive emotions will grow stronger whereas all your 

negative emotions such as worry and stress will become weaker, all your positive 

emotions will grow stronger, all your negative emotions will become weaker…with 

every hour of everyday that goes by, you will become more calm, peaceful and 

relaxed, more calm, peaceful and relaxed…you are a calm, peaceful and a relaxed 

person, no matter what situation you are in, you will remain calm, peaceful and 

relaxed…you will remain calm, peaceful and relaxed in all situations, you are calm, 

peaceful and relaxed…you are calm, peaceful and relaxed…you are calm, peaceful 

and relaxed in all situations, and as the days and weeks go by, your calm, peaceful 

and relaxed attitude will grow more defined and stronger, more powerful and more 

defined, you are a controlled and relaxed person, a controlled and relaxed person…

you are relaxed person, you are a relaxed person, you are a calm person, and as the 

days and weeks go by, you will become even more so, even more calm and relaxed, 

even more calm, peaceful and relaxed, yo are a controlled and relaxed person, you 

are a calm, positive and relaxed person…you are a positive and motivated person…

you are a calm and relaxed person…you are a calm and relaxed person…you remain 

calm,and relaxed in all situations, you are a calm and a relaxed person, a calm and 

relaxed person, a calm controlled and powerful person, you are a calm and relaxed 

person…your levels of concentration, enthusiasm and motivation, grow stronger and 

more defined, your levels of concentration, enthusiasm and motivations will become 

more defined as time goes by…all your positive emotions will grow stronger 

whereas all your negative emotions such as worry and  stress will become weaker, all 

your positive emotions will grow stronger, all your negative emotions will become 
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weaker, with every hour of every day that goes by you will become more calm, 

peaceful and relaxed, more calm, peaceful and relaxed…you are a calm, peaceful 

and a relaxed person no matter what situations you are in, you will remain calm, 

peaceful and relaxed, you will remain calm, peaceful and relaxed in all situations, 

you are calm, peaceful and relaxed…you are calm, peaceful and relaxed…you are 

calm, peaceful and relaxed in all situations and as the days and weeks go by, you’re 

calm, peaceful and relaxed attitude will grow more defined and stronger, more 

powerful and more defined, you are a controlled and a relaxed person, a controlled 

and relaxed person…you are relaxed person…you are a relaxed person…you are a 

calm person…and as the days and weeks go by you will become even more so, even 

more calm and relaxed, even more calm, peaceful and relaxed…you are a controlled 

and relaxed person, you are a calm. positive and relaxed person…you are a positive, 

and motivated person…you are a calm and a relaxed person you are a calm and 

relaxed person…you remain calm and relax in all situations…you are a calm and 

relaxed person…a calm and relaxed person…a calm controlled and powerful person, 

you are a calm and relaxed person…in a few moments time I’m going to awaken 

you, I’m going to count to ten, and on the number 5 you’ll begin to wake up, on the 

number 8 you’ll open your eyes, and on the number 10 you’ll feel wide awake and 

all the positive feelings will remain elevated, so 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, starting to wake up now, 

6, 7, 8, open your eyes, 9, 10 wide awake. And welcome back. I do hope you’ve 

enjoyed listening. I’d just like to tell you that this cd should be listened to as often as 

possible to ensure maximum results. I wish you all the best of success in the future, 

thank you for listening. 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r5UlIrKgLDA 
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Appendix 8 - Become Stress Free in 10 Minutes with Hypnosis 

For even more content and mp3s from ultra hypnosis be sure to check out my 

patreon page link in the video description. Before listening to this recording, please 

make sure, that you are either sitting down, or lying down, in a comfortable position, 

and that you are completely ready, to let go and just drift. Just breathing in, slowly 

and deeply, letting my voice guide you, to a deep, relaxing trance, knowing that 

slipping into trance, is easy and effortless, when you allow, yourself to just let go, 

and listen to my voice, my words guiding you, to a relaxing place, deep in your 

mind, a place, where it’s so easy to let every last bit, of stress and tension, leave your 

mind and body, knowing that you don’t need to hold on to these things, any longer, 

all you need to do, is to breath in, slowly and deeply through your nose (inhale) and 

out through your mouth (exhale) sometimes, there are things that can stress you out, 

sometimes there are things that can make you angry, but right now is not the time to 

focus on those things, right now is the time to focus on what relaxes you, breathing 

in, nice and slowly (inhale) and breathing out (exhale), easily and effortlessly letting 

your mind and body drift, in this relaxation…always letting go, always sinking deep, 

always ready to feel good, because my voice is here, to give you positive, and helpful 

hypnotic suggestions, my voice is here, to help to relax you deeply… now I want you 

to think to a time, when you were feeling stressed out, angry or otherwise distressed, 

now, when you are feeling this, you could feel your whole body tensing up, right 

now, I want you to focus on your entire mind and body, I want you to take any stress 

and tension that you have, and bring it to the surface, gather it all up in one place and 

let your muscles, tense up like your minds become tensed, building up, that’s it, 

tensing every muscle, feeling your arms and legs becoming stiff and rigid, like pieces 

of steel, stiff, rigid, unbending, feeling your muscles getting tighter and tighter, 

feeling yourself focusing completely on this sensation, focusing completely on it, 

focusing on my voice, that’s it, tighter and tighter, one, two, three (finger snap), 

sleep, relaxing, letting go, melting away, just let every muscle go loose and limp, just 

allow yourself to feel so good, just allow yourself to sleep, every single time I snap 

my fingers and say sleep, you can just relax deeper and feel better, ready to go even 

deeper as I count from one to three, when I reach three, you can open your eyes, 
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ready to drift down, even deeper, one, two, three, open your eyes…you feel much 

more relaxed now, but you could relax even more deeply, there still might be some 

things that are causing you some mild distress, you still might be feeling a little bit of 

stress and tension, so right now focus on those things, let your body tense up more 

and more, and you notice this time you just can’t quite tense your muscles up like 

you could before, it’s harder and harder, to let your muscles become stiff and rigid, 

you just wanna relax, you just wanna let go, but still try as hard as you can, to tense 

up your muscles, that’s it, trying a little bit more, and a little bit more, clenching your 

fists as tight as you can, that’s it, more and more 1,2,3 (finger snap) sleep, closing 

your eyes, dropping deep, relaxing, letting go, every single time I snap my fingers 

and say sleep, you feel as if a wave of warm water is washing against your mind and 

body, washing away any and all stress and tension, that’s it, you can let go, and just 

drift, my voice guiding you, my voice helping you feel better and better, because 

every single time I snap my fingers and say sleep, you can relax, easily and 

effortlessly, drifting down, all the way down, feeling so good, just removing any and 

all stress, and tension from your mind and body, now you notice how relaxed you 

feel right now, how good everything feels and you can just drift down deeper into 

this feeling, feeling better, as I count from 1 to 3, when I reach three, you can open 

your eyes, ready to drop even deeper and feel even better, 1, 2, 3, open your eyes as 

you (finger snap) sleep, deep sleep now, just melting away just feeling good, 

shhhhhhh, relax deeper, and allow yourself to feel better, just melting away, just 

feeling good, no thoughts right now, just drifting, in a wonderful state of relaxation, 

imagining your mind, is the surface of a pond, completely still, no ripples, tranquil, 

stationary, not a single thought to disturb it, always knowing that this inner 

tranquility is inside you, knowing that it always feels good to breath in and out 

slowly and deeply, knowing that you can always control your breathing, and let 

yourself relax, you can always gather up any and all stress and tension you are 

feeling at any time, you can tense up your muscles you can tense up your mind, and 

then you count from 1 to 3, 1,2,3 (finger snap) sleep, breathing out, pushing out any 

and all of that stress and tension, realising how good it feels to just drift, to just let 

go, to just relax, just relax, just feel good, just sleep, knowing that in and out of 
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trance, you can always allow yourself to relax, no matter how stressful things can 

sometimes feel, you can always gather up, any and all stress and tension, that you’re 

feeling, and just push it out, letting go of everything, feeling so good, each breath in, 

a gentle warm wave of relaxation, peace and tranquillity, each breath out, pushing 

out, any and all, stress and tension, from your mind and body letting go, feeling 

good, as you just (finger snap) sleep, easily and effortlessly drifting deep into (finger 

snap) sleep, no thoughts, no thinking, just relaxation, letting my words sink deep into 

your mind, letting my positive and powerful hypnotic suggestions affect you deeply, 

knowing, that you can always relax, you can always count from 1 to 3, gathering up 

any and all stress and tension that you’re feeling, and on 3 push it, all out, push out 

every last bit of stress and tension from your mind, and your body, no matter what, 

you can always feel good and relaxed, knowing that you can guide yourself to this 

relaxation, knowing that you’re in control of this, knowing that inside there’s always 

a safe, comfortable, tranquil, peaceful place, that you can relax in, you can always 

relax, you can always feel good, and in a moment I’m going to be counting from 1 to 

5, and when I reach 5 you will wake up and open your eyes, feeling so refreshed and 

rejuvenated, awake and alert, and feeling a wonderful inner tranquility and peace, 1, 

slowly drifting towards wakefulness, 2, more and more, 3, slowly becoming aware of 

your surroundings, 4, almost there and 5, wake up and open your eyes 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pqBL2Desegw 
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Appendix 9 - Hypnosis: Stress 2 

I want you to relax…and close your eyes…and allow yourself, to sink, all, the way, 

down…in to that deep, and deep, and deep state, of relaxation…and when you allow 

all of the muscles in your body, from the tip of your head, all the way down to the tip 

of your toes, to release all of energy, you’ll feel that deep, relaxation, and continue to 

progress, deepeerrrr and deepeerrr, and deepeerrr still…and as you focus on my 

voice, and feel that deep relaxation…as you’re pulled and drawn by my voice, and 

my voice alone, you realise you enjoy the deep state of relaxation, and since you 

enjoy that deep deep state of relaxation, you’ll allow yourself to sink even deeper, 

and deeper, and deeper…so much more relaxed…so that you’re able, to separate 

yourself, from the strain, and all of the stress, and all of the tension these pains… 

from your daily life, and you’re able to gain, a new, and revitalised sense, of focus 

and relaxation and rejuvenation, but for now you just breathe in deeply, and hold as 

much air as your lungs can hold and as you exhale you’re at deep relaxation… 

deeperrrr and deeperrr, and deeperrr… that’s right, so very relaxed…continuing with 

every moment that passes to feel yourself sinking deeper, and deeper and deeper…so 

very relaxed, and all the muscles in your body, just let them become completely 

limp…*** stress and tension, just let it all go…that’s right…you can just feel that 

deep sigh…allowing your mind and your body, just let go…and experience all the 

potential that is open to you …separating yourself, now, and just focusing on my 

voice, releasing your mind and your body, from your day, just for now…until you 

turn, with a new sense of purpose…and don’t let that, daily struggle get to you, 

instead take a deep cleansing breath, and as you release that, you can feel so good…

that’s right…in just a moment I’m going to have you open your eyes, I’ll count 

backwards from three to one, when I reach the number one, you will be conscious, 

totally awake, totally aware, take in a deep breath…and when you exhale…see the 

world, with new, eyes…three, slowly, allowing your mind and your body to drift 

back, two, energy filling your muscles, one, awake (finger snap) 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L5vTTeBS4I 
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Appendix 10 - Hypnosis depression and stress relief tips. It works 

This is Gregory speaking. As you begin this personal hypnotic session with me, sit in 

a soft chair with a high back to support your head. Remove all distractions. Take 

everything of your lap and uncross your arms and legs. Sit back and relax but listen 

carefully. Gaze right into the center of the spiral and don’t look away. Do not strain 

in any way, just breathe deeply, regularly and silently. Let my mind do all the work. 

Relax your body completely. Totally and completely accept every suggestion I give 

you. Do not resist anything. Intentionally, deliberately and instantly let go of your 

body right now. Relax your facial muscles. Let your eyes relax. Don’t try to keep 

them open, as your body relaxes, every muscle, every ligament letting go throughout 

your body…your eyelids are the weakest muscles in the body, and they feel warm 

and soft, and they want to close down. Closing your eyes cuts out the distractions in 

the room, and when your eyes close I begin the deepening process. Heavy, heavy 

eyelids, warm and moist, heavy eyelids, they want to close, let them close down, do 

not resist, let them close now. Close your eyes and keep them closed until I tell you 

to open them later. And now to begin the deepening process, visualise yourself at the 

top of a set of stairs going down into a basement. As I count from 21 down to 1 

you’ll take another step and go down deeper and deeper and deeper into this feeling. 

21, 20, 19. And as we do this session you might hear noises around you or outside 

but just tell yourself, noises will not distract me they will just help me to concentrate 

better. If your mind wanders just bring it back gently don’t get annoyed with 

yourself, it happens to everyone. So continue going down the stairs. 18, 17, 16. IT’s a 

wonderful feeling, to let go, and go deeper. 15, 14, 13. Breathing deeply, regularly 

and silently. Continue down the stairs. 12, 11, 10. Have complete confidence in the 

power of your own mind. Believe in the power of your own mind. Every step you 

take you’re going ten times deeper. 9, 8, 7. It’s infinite how deep you can go, there is 

no limit. 6, 5, 4. You know you could open your eyes if you really had to, but there’s 

no reason to. Continue down the stairs. 3, 2, 1. Listening only to my voice, nothing 

else matters except what I’m saying, and every word I say is absolutely true without  

question or doubt. So when I count to 3, take a great deep breath and let that out 

again. 1, 2, 3, take a deep breath, every breath you take, you’re going ten times 
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deeper. You now enter a deeper level of mind and relax even more by bringing to 

mind a beautiful passage scene from nature. This passage scene from nature could be 

your garden, or a bush setting, a like, a beach, a desert ,a golf course, a mountain top, 

a cloud, any natural passage scene of your choice. Be there in your passage scene 

you are the only human being, and you know in this setting that you feel relaxed and 

calm and peaceful, because, you are also a part of nature, you have that same 

stillness built in to you. So now merge your mind with your passage scene, become 

one and a part of your scene. You become your passage scene and let your passage 

scene become you. And relax your mind completely. Your body is becoming all 

dissolved into itself. You are learning the power of pretending by visiting your 

childhood. Remember how you pretended as a child - did you pretend you were a 

king, or a queen, a prince or a princess, cowboys and indians, cops and robbers. You 

actually pretended so much that what you imagined became real. So now we’re 

going to do some more pretending, just like that. Pretend your mind is like a sponge. 

It soaks up everything easily. Now move from pretending to believing your mind is a 

sponge, and move from belief, to actual reality itself. Now try to resist that in your 

mind, try as hard as you wish, use your will, try with your will, but keep believing 

that your mind is a sponge, you’ll find it impossible to close your mind to what I’m 

saying...Now you’re going to pretend. Then we’re going to move down into 

believing, and into reality, with more things that you’ll absorb in this session. This is 

a sample of using the power of your mind. Listen often for best results. Since 

thoughts are things, you become what you think about. And you achieve what you 

visualise for yourself. This great ***session transforms me into the person I really 

want to be. Now remain in a deep state of mind where you totally accept every 

suggestion I give you, but open your eyes gently and continue gazing straight ahead, 

without looking away, so that you can read and listen together. Mind control. My 

mind and body know exactly how to bring me into a perfect state of balance and 

harmony. My mind is the key to self improvement in all areas of my life. I control 

my mind. I have absolute dominion over my thoughts and mental processes. Nobody 

else controls my mind to what I think about at any time. Mental powers like memory 

and concentration. I am more focused and mentally alert. My memory and 
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concentration is improving. Remembering peoples names and faces comes easily to 

me. My study powers are improving each day. Confidence and self esteem. I have 

replaces all negative thoughts and self doubts with positive thoughts of high self 

esteem courage, emotional balance, harmony and supreme enter self confidence. I 

have mental toughness and I do not allow my self to be SNIOP’ed. SNIOP. S, N, I, 

O, P. means susceptible to the negative influence of other people. So I do not fall 

victim to being SNIOPed either by myself or others. Will power and self discipline. 

My will power to get things done and stick to things is always strong. I have 

tremendous self discipline. Organisational skills. I do not allow distractions to 

interfere. Lack of organisation on the part of others does not make it an emergency 

for me. I achieve all I set out to do efficiently in the smallest amount of time. I never 

procrastinate or put off doing what should be done. Controlling habits. I keep myself 

habit free. I prefer to control my habits rather than letting them control me. 

Eliminating worry, stress and anxiety. I have removed all traces of stress and have 

replaces it with calm peaceful and content feelings. I am smiling happily throughout 

y day and night. Prefect health. I reject disease. I know that dis-ease is a lack of ease. 

That’s why I have removed all stress and anxiety. My mind and body know exactly 

hot to bring me into a perfect state of balance, harmony, excellent health and well 

being if I allow them to. I radiate a feeling of healing my body from within. 

Problems. I’m always solution focused, not problem focused. I treat problems as a 

stepping stone not a barrier. Sleeping easily and soundly each night. I am a sound 

sleeper and sleep deeply and profoundly right through the night. Better relationships. 

I am more assertive with everyone if I need to be. I pay close attention when I meet 

people or communicate with my partner.  

I use eye contact and focus and listen to everything they say without interruption. I 

do not think about what I am about to say whilst they are talking. I do not talk much 

about myself. Instead I am a good listener who is genuinely concerned about the 

other person. I’m quick to encourage but never criticise. I always see the best in 

people which keeps on good terms with everyone in my life. Work, business ethic 

and motivation. I am open to new ideas, better friendships and better business 

contacts. I strive to perfect all my strengths and eliminate any weaknesses so that my 
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income increases. I am being the best me that I can be and I am highly motivated. I 

know that if you think you can or think you can’t you are correct both times. I think 

about the reasons why I can do something rather than make excuses why I can’t. I 

have huge potential. Physical exercise. Do I have time to exercise? Yes, because I 

know that every person on the planet has the same 24 hours per day to do with 

whatever they choose. I choose to exercise 45 minutes per day. I love and enjoy my 

daily exercise routine. I am more energetic than ever before and I love feeling the joy 

of fitness and extra vitality. Body enhancement. I see my body shape and size in my 

mind’s eye. I am supple, lean and powerful, My strength is growing daily. I have 

beautiful body. It is muscular and toned all over. I am irresistible to others. I look 

many years younger than my age. I am slim, trim and terrific. I maintain my perfect 

ideal weight. I have a firm and toned waistline. I love my body because I look and 

feel attractive. I am free from guilt when wanting to take care of myself. Weight and 

diet. I only eat when necessary and what is necessary to gain the correct nutrition and 

goodness from the food that I eat. My health, energy, fitness and stamina are 

constantly improving by only eating healthy food and drinking more water. Smoking. 

I do not inhale contaminants, poisons, toxins, chemicals, times and gases from 

tobacco. I only breath fresh, clean air into my lungs. The future. I will always attract 

good fortune and happiness into my life. I am a wonderful human being and will give 

much to the world. I love myself and I deserve excellent health, happiness and 

prosperity throughout my life. I often listen to and enjoy this brief Gregory Hypnotic 

Session. I then receive more benefits because of reinforcement. It is the next best 

thing to having a personal or phone hypnotic session with Gregory. You may contact 

Gregory at hypnotistgregory.com. Tonight and every night as you go to bed when 

your head touches the pillow, you will think of me for a moment or two. Then say to 

yourself in a meaningful and passionate way…Every day in every way I am getting 

better and better. In a few moments I will count from 1 to 7 to complete this session.  

You will feel normal in every way, with no ill after effects whatsoever. You’ll feel 

comfortable, at ease and very relaxed. You have absorbed many positive phrases for 

your benefit. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, you feel relaxed, refreshed and in tune, with, life. 

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djwUh8o6N1o


